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Encl. 3.3
Minutes of the Board of Directors Public Meeting
Held on Wednesday, 28 February 2018 at 10.00 am
In Meeting Room 7 - Delta House
Present:
Paul Assinder (PA)
Peter Axon (PA)
Jo Cadman (JC)
Joyce Fletcher (JF)
Andrew Fry (AF)
Joy Jeffrey (JJ)
Dr. Jas Lidher (JL)
Fayaz Malik (FM)
David Stenson (DS)
Tom Storrow (TS) (Chair)
Lesley Writtle (LW)

Interim Director of Finance
Interim Chief Executive
Strategy and Transformation Director
Executive Director of Nursing, AHP’s, Psychology and
Governance (Interim)
Non-Executive Director
Non Executive Director
Executive Medical Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Interim Chair
Executive Director of Operations

In Attendance
Natalie Grainger (NG)
Andy Green (AG)
Sukhbinder Heer (SH)
David Holmes (DH)
Lorraine Thomas (LT)
Michelle Rogan (MR)

Governance Support Manager
Company Secretary
Associate Non-Executive Director
Director of Workforce
Director of Strategy & Transformation
Corporate Governance Director

Apologies:
Kathy McAteer (KM)
Caroline Nolan (CN)

Non-Executive Director
Assistant Chief Executive

Ref:
BCP/0104/55/18

Item
CHAIR'S COMMUNICATION
Mr Storrow reported that item 6.1 had been withdrawn from
the agenda and would be deferred to the March 2018
meeting.

BCP/0104/56/18

OPENING MATTERS

BCP/0104/57/18

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
(i) Amendments to the Register of Interests
None
(ii) In any item on the agenda
None

BCP/0104/58/18

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
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Action

Ref

Item
As listed above.

Action

BCP/0104/59/18

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed as a true
and accurate record.

BCP/0104/60/18

MATTERS ARISING NOT ON THE AGENDA
None.

BCP/0104/61/18

DECLARATION OF ANY OTHER URGENT BUSINESS TO
BE TRANSACTED
None.

BCP/0104/62/18

REPORT OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Mr Axon presented the report and highlighted key areas.
Dudley Multi-speciality Community Provider (MCP)
Mr Axon confirmed that the Trust was continuing to work with
lead partners in the development of the response to the CCG
procurement due for submission on 23rd April 2018. He
reported the current proposal was to create a new
Foundation Trust that would be responsible for the MCP
contract.
Kirkup Review into Liverpool Community Mental Health Trust
Mr Axon reported that an independent review had been
commissioned by NHSI following a CQC inspection late
2013. He reported there were no immediate actions for the
Trust to take but that the matter would be kept under review
and the Board would be advised of any subsequent
implications.
Overall performance
It was reported that there was pressure on the workforce
agenda with high vacancy rates, partly linked to TCT along
with pressure around safer staffing.
Mr Axon confirmed that the Trust was on track to deliver the
planned deficit position.
IT WAS AGREED:
(i)

To note the report

BCP/0104/63/18

RISK AND ASSURANCE

BCP/0104/64/18

CONSIDER NEW RISK FOR THE BOARD ASSURANCE
FRAMEWORK
Ms Rogan reminded the Board of previous discussions
regarding the Fire Safety Training which had been identified
as not meeting the statutory requirements and confirmed that
in response to this a series of training sessions had been
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Ref

Item
delivered.

Action

She reported that further to this, there had been a fire
incident at the McArthur Unit and subsequent actions
identified by the attending Fire Officer. A report on the
incident had been submitted to the Quality and Safety
Steering Group detailing concerns and actions to address.
Ms Rogan confirmed that having considered the cumulative
impact of these risks, a new risk had been added to the High
Level Risk Register and asked the Board to consider
whether the risk could impact on the strategic objectives of
the Trust and therefore be included on the BAF for oversight
of the Board.
In response to a question from Mr Malik, Ms Rogan
confirmed that it would be difficult to lower the risk as it was
not possible to avoid the risk of a fire occurring.
Mr Heer raised concerns that it had taken an incident to
bring issues to the attention of the Trust. He suggested
reviewing the risk in two stages and asked whether there
were any other issues that the Board should be aware of due
to relating to capital expenditure.
Ms Rogan advised that the Board had previously had sight of
the fire risks and understood the risks associated with the
Capital Expenditure programme.
Dr Lidher felt it was important for the Board to reflect further
on the wording of the risk as it had moved on quickly, and
agreed that the risk should be broken down into component
parts.
Ms Rogan confirmed that the risk had been aggregated in
order to provide high level assurance. The disaggregated
risks gave specific detail and would remain separated on the
high level risk register. She reminded the Board that training
was still not compliant and this could have potential serious
implications for the Trust.
Mr Assinder confirmed that the capital Expenditure process
was entirely risk facing within the organization with a focus
on maintaining the estate. He confirmed that the capital bids
from the Fire Safety Officer had all been approved.
Mr Assinder reported that the Capital Expenditure
programme had been presented at Finance and Investment
Committee who had referred it to the Quality and Safety
Committee for review.
Mr Green raised that the risk was multi-dimensional which
was important for the Board to have oversight of.
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Ref

Item

Action

Mr Fry echoed Mr Green’s comments and felt that the risk
needed to be a priority, particularly in relation to the recent
media attention of fire issues.
Mr Storrow raised that there had been a good discussion
and highlighted the importance of the Board having sight of
the risk. He agreed that there should be an aspiration to
have a target score as low as possible noting that this was
difficult in terms of this particular risk.
Ms Rogan agreed that she would revisit the actions to
ensure they were specific and clear.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i)
(ii)

BCP/0104/65/18

Ms Rogan to revisit the actions to
ensure they were specific and clear
To approve including the aggregated
risk on the Board Assurance Framework

REPORT FROM CHAIR OF QUALITY AND SAFETY
COMMITTEE
Ms Jeffrey presented the report and highlighted the key
areas of discussion:
Violence and aggression
The committee was concerned about a small number of
complex patients presented with challenging behavior that
require bespoke care in a supportive environment and
acknowledged the risk of implementing the Transforming
Care Programme (TCP) with no clear agreement to fund a
capital programme for inpatient areas. The committee felt it
was important to monitor the impact of TCP and highlight to
the Board, particularly in light of the revision to the Single
Oversight Framework 2017 that has removed the clause
relating to aggressive cost reductions requiring quality
oversight.
Equality and Quality Impact Assessments
The committee was concerned that the delay to the TCT
transaction date raised a number of governance issues,
particularly in terms of accountability and responsibility for
decisions that relate to the Trust.
Appraisal Record Keeping
The committee felt assured with the progress on the agreed
action plan and was informed that a planned launch of the
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Ref

Item
refreshed document for 2018 was included within the 2018
Internal Audit programme.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i)

BCP/0104/66/18

To note the report

REPORT FROM CHAIR OF AUDIT COMMITTEE
Mr Stenson presented the report and highlighted key areas
of discussion:
Local Counter Fraud
It was confirmed that all referrals and investigations had
been closed and no new investigations opened since
November 2017. It was agreed that information relating to
referrals would be benchmarked with other Trusts.
External Audit
It was reported that due to the TCT delay a full years audit
would be required which would include work on the Quality
report.
The committee noted that due to the deteriorating cash
position it was likely that the accounts would be qualified on
a going concern basis and it was suggested that the Board
should receive a report in order to be sighted on the financial
position.
The committee noted an appendix within the report of the
Auditor which outlined lessons from Trusts in special
measures and may be useful for the Board to consider,
however raised that caution should be taken around the
language used, particularly when talking to staff.
Internal Audit
The committee reviewed the 2017/18 Internal Audit Plan and
noted the additional audits that had been agreed.
It was confirmed that the implementation of some of the
recommendations was being delayed due to TCT.
Referral from the Quality and Safety Committee
The committee was assured that the concerns raised
regarding the Gateway process were now resolved as the
process had been amended.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i)

To note the report
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Action

Ref
BCP/0104/67/18

Item
REPORT FROM CHAIR OF FINANCE AND INVESTMENT
COMMITTEE
Mr Malik presented the report and highlighted key areas of
discussion.
MCP
The committee received a presentation on MCP and was
concerned about the potential risk of losing £9.2m revenue
post April 2019.
Financial Position of the Trust
The committee noted an improved position overall, however
the financial position of mental health and learning
disabilities divisions continue to cause concern with
significant adverse income and expenditure variances.
Mr Malik reported a downward trajectory on agency spend
however the Trust continues to breach the agency cap,
mainly due to medical agency costs.
CIP Programme
The committee received the month ten monitoring report and
noted a favourable position slightly below plan. The
committee remained concerned however about the high level
of non recurrent plans.
The committee was not fully assured on the progress of the
2018/19 CIP programme, noting there had not been further
progress in approving the schemes since month nine. The
committee was concerned that schemes for £3.1m relating to
the 2018/19 programme had not yet been identified.
Risk Register
Due to concerns regarding the risks with MCP, the
committee felt that this should be included on the risk
register/Board Assurance Framework.
Annual Plan 2018/19
The committee reviewed the draft Annual Plan 2018/19 and
noted no movement in the deficit previously reported. It was
expected that the Trust would run out of cash by July 2018,
at which point financial support would be required.
The committee agreed to recommend the rejection of the
proposed annual control total in light of the deficit position
and noted that this may result in intervention by NHSI.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i)

To note the MCP development and
consider the risk of £9.2m income loss
as a result
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Action

Ref

Item

Action
(ii)
(iii)

to accept the recommendation to reject
the proposed annual control total
that the MCP risk be included on the
Board Assurance Framework

BCP/0104/68/18

STRATEGY AND BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS

BCP/0104/69/18

QUALITY AND PATIENT EXPERIENCE

BCP/0104/70/18

6 MONTHLY NURSING ESTABLISHMENT REVIEW
Deferred to March 2018 meeting.

BCP/0104/71/18

OPERATIONAL AND CONTRACTUAL PERFORMANCE

BCP/0104/72/18

INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE REPORT
Safety, Quality and Patient Experience Domain
Ms Fletcher highlighted that there had been a focus on
patient experience and patient safety and reported that the
Trust had implemented Always Events methodology which
was a commitment to co-production with service users.
She confirmed that following the Safe Staffing Summit,
inpatient units were being closely monitored and had overall
moved from red to amber rated.
Ms Fletcher reported that emergency re-admissions within
30 days of discharge had increased from 8.91% to 15.79% in
January, and confirmed that this relates to repeat admissions
by a small number of patients.
Mr Heer felt the report was very positive and that teams
should be praised for their achievements.
In response to a question from Ms Rogan, Dr Lidher
confirmed that from April 2018 the unexpected deaths
indicator would change to three separate indicators on the
overall dashboard and the mortality report will form part of
the pack.
Mr Malik raised his concerns regarding the sudden increase
in re-admissions within 30 days.
Dr Lidher confirmed that the re-admissions were within range
however there were a few patients with complex personality
disorders which required short periods of stay whilst in a
crisis however these were often regular. She commented
that specialist clinicians and support services were not
available for these services.
Dr Lidher reported that these patients were also impacting
on police, the ambulance and accident & emergency
services, and a small working group had been established to
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Ref

Item
focus on this group of patients in order to make the
commissioners aware of service implications.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i)

To note the report

Workforce and Efficiency
Mr Holmes reported the ongoing challenges with sickness
absence, vacancies and agency spend.
Mr Heer raised the percentage of staff that had completed
mandatory training and suggested a piece of work be done
to give assurance on how the figures were put together as
there seemed to be gaps.
Ms Fletcher confirmed that this had been raised at Quality
and Safety Committee and it was agreed to split mandatory
and specialist training.
Mr Stenson asked for clarity on a workforce plan going
forward in light of the ageing workforce highlighted within the
report.
Mr Holmes confirmed that an annual workforce plan was
being developed and through the Black Country STP, Mental
Health providers were working on a joint Mental Health
Workforce Plan which could be shared.
Ms Fletcher reported that the Trust had been selected to
take part in an NHSI collaborative on nursing retention, from
which a number of workstreams were being established. She
agreed to share this as part of the Nursing Establishment
Review which was to be presented at the March 2018 Board
meeting.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i)
(ii)

To circulate the joint Black Country STP
Mental Health workforce plan
To include NHSI collaborative working in
the Nursing Establishment Review
report presented at the March 2018
meeting

Financial Performance
Mr Assinder reported a £2.4m deficit for the ten month
period, with expected outturn being just over £3m deficit.
He reported that depreciation had an adverse variance.
The CIP position year to date was £97k ahead of a £4.2m
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Action

Ref

Item
plan however less than half were related to recurrent
savings.
Mr Assinder confirmed that the NHSI financial risk rating had
consistently been 3, which was expected to remain until the
end of the financial year.
He reported that the cash position was marginally better than
plan with £3.6m in the bank at the end of January 2018, and
confirmed that the NHSI prompt payment scheme was being
worked towards. It was confirmed that it was expected to
have £1.2m in the bank at year end.
Mr Heer felt that given discussions and the focus of the
Board being on cash; it would be useful to receive a cash
analysis.
Mr Assinder agreed and confirmed that this work had
commenced via the Finance and Investment Committee.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i)

To note the report

BCP/0104/73/18

MINUTES OF SUB-COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
The minutes were noted for information.

BCP/0104/74/18

MINUTES OF THE QUALITY AND SAFETY COMMITTEE
HELD 14TH DECEMBER 2017

BCP/0104/75/18

MINUTES OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE HELD ON 8TH
NOVEMBER 2017

BCP/0104/76/18

MINUTES OF THE FINANCE AND INVESTMENT
COMMITTEE HELD 18TH JANUARY 2018

BCP/0104/77/18

ANY OTHER BUSINESS (AS DECLARED IN OPENING
MATTERS)
Mr Storrow raised that this would be Mr Axon’s last meeting
as Interim Chief Executive Officer and thanked him on behalf
of the Board for his commitment during this time.

BCP/0104/78/18

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS AGREED
As outlined within the minutes.

BCP/0104/79/18

ITEMS TO REFER TO BOARD SUB-COMMITTEE'S
None.

BCP/0104/80/18

ITEMS TO REFER TO ASSEMBLY OF GOVERNORS
None.
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Ref
BCP/0104/81/18

BCP/0104/82/18

Item
RISKS IDENTIFIED
 MCP to be included on the Risk Register
QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC
No members of the public were in attendance.

The Chair thanked all for attending the Committee and closed the meeting.
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Action

Public Board Meeting Action Log
Lead

291117/BCP/0104/411/ Staff Appraisals Record Keeping
17
To report back to the Quality and Safety Committee
February 2018 meeting
291117/BCP/0104/411/ Newton Europe Findings
To receive a report at the Finance and Investment
17
Committee December 2017 meeting

BCP/0104/64/18
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BCP/0104/67/18

BCP/0104/72/18

(ii) To receive a report at the Quality and Safety
Committee February 2018 meeting
Board Assurance Framework
to revisit the actions to ensure they were specific and
clear
Report of Chair of Finance and Investment
Committee
MCP risk to be included on the Board Assurance
Framework
Integrated Performance Report - Workforce and
Effciency
(i) To circulate the joint Black Country STP Mental
Health workforce plan
(ii) To include NHSI collaborative working in the Nursing
Establishment Review report presented at the March
2018 meeting

Comments

Required
Completion
Date

Date
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Status

March-18
update

Open

March-18
update

Open

J Fletcher

March-18
update

Open

J Fletcher

March-18
update

Open

March-18
update

Open

J Griffiths

L Writtle

D Holmes

deferred to Jan-18
meeting

J Fletcher

Items scheduled as per cycle of business that have been deferred
Item
By Whom

Due

Deferred to
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Encl. 5.2

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

28 March 2018

Subject:

Report from the Mental Health Legislation Scrutiny Committee
Meeting held on 27 February 2018

Presented by:

Joy Jeffrey, Non Executive Director

Author:

Joy Jeffrey, Non-Executive Director

Purpose:

To receive

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.
We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.
None

Relationship to High Level Risks:

N/A

Recommendation(s):

1. To note the report from the Mental Health Legislation Scrutiny
Committee.

1
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x

Equality & Diversity implications:
None

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
x

Monitor:

All aspects of governance assurance

Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

Previous consideration
Board

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
Turnaround

Audit
Quality & Safety
Finance &
Investment
Other

x

None
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Executive Summary
A meeting of the Mental Health Legislation Scrutiny Committee was held on the
27 February 2018.
The committee wishes to draw to the attention of the board the following key
areas.
1. Training Activity for Mental Health Practitioners
The committee received an update on training activity for the Mental Health Act
Legalisation (MHA) at the end of January 2018. This report was requested following
concerns raised about training levels at the previous meeting.
Members noted a positive trajectory in training activity and overall improvements
with the MHA training at all levels and the continued stability with the MCA and Dols
training level. It supported the on-going actions to address MHA training for staff and
commended the publication of a revised MHA training and resource guide.
The committee sought assurance that compliance with Level 3 training (81.8%)
against an 85% target would be achieved by the end of March 2018, as performance
has been an on-going challenge for the organisation.
Members discussed possible impediments to staff achieving a higher performance
target and agreed that, as part of the assurance process there was a need to
maintain focus on this area.
The committee recommended that an update on MHA training activity be submitted
to the Mental Health Legislation Group in March 2018.
2. Review of Mental Health Legislation Statistics – Quarter 3
The committee received quarter three Mental Health Act statistics that included
information on the numbers of patients detained under the MHA and a summary of
the outcome of tribunals and hearings October 2017 – December 2017.
The key information of note from the quarter 3 report was:




133 patients were detained under the MHA (75 M; 58F) compared with 108
detentions in Quarter 3 2016/2017
The number of patients transferred between hospitals (38M; 11F) was higher
than quarter 2 including a number of male patients transferred into the PICU
and a higher number of female patients transferred to out of area PICUs
The number of Mental Health Act Review Tribunals remains consistent with
previous Quarters. The number of arranged Hospital Manager hearings was
3
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slightly lower than previous Quarters. Only 3 Hospital Manager Hearings were
cancelled this Quarter compared to 13 in Quarter 1.
An increase in the number patients admitted under of Section 136 Detentions
(39 Adults and 1 female) under 18)

Section 136: Section 136 usage is being monitored closely by the MHLG, following
the reduction in the duration of Section 136 from 72hrs to 24hrs due to changes in
the Policing and Crime Act 2017.
Members were informed that there were no individuals held under Section 136
beyond 24 hours during Quarter 3. The committee discussed some of the emerging
issues with regard to completion of Section 136 documentation. The committee and
requested that the particular issues regarding documentation is raised at the next
Mental Health Legislation Group in March 2018.
The committee discussed the MHA statistics in detail and agreed that it was
important to understand all aspects of the MHA data as it was linked to a number of
strategic areas for the Trust. The committee was concerned that, for example, the
data on patient transfers may suggest service pressures and highlight the need for
the provision of appropriate treatment environments for female patients presenting
with high acuity.
The committee acknowledged that as part of the TCT transition arrangements, the
data set was being reviewed to include an analysis of information, consistent
recording of ethnicity data and identify any relevant trends.
The committee requested that this work should be undertaken by BCPfT as soon as
possible and be included in the next report.
In addition, members supported a recommendation to include a section on MHA
Legislation in the Trust annual Quality report.
3. Associate Hospital Managers (AHM)
To date twelve of the fourteen AHM appraisals have been completed and key issues
regarding the role and responsibilities were discussed. The committee requested
that the remaining appraisals are completed by the end of March 2018.
The committee acknowledged the contribution made by Associate Hospital
Managers (AHMs) in undertaking hearings. Members were concerned with the delay
in undertaking the review of the contracts/agreements and requested that this is
undertaken as soon as possible along with a review of the policy and training needs
of AHMs.
4. Report from the Mental Health Legislation Group (MHLG)

4
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The key exceptions from the MHLG were :
 Section 140 of the Mental Health Act
The committee was informed of recent legal advice obtained by the Trust in
response to pressure from partner agencies particularly the Police to accept patients
when there are no available acute mental health beds.
The committee was advised that all On call managers and clinical staff have been
informed that Section 140 places obligations on commissioners and cannot be used
to admit patients when we have no available beds and that this matter is being
raised with NHSE by West midlands Police.
 Independent Review of the Mental Health Act
The Mental Health Act Scrutiny Committee were informed of the planned publication
of an interim report (April2018) from an independent review of the Mental Health Act.
The review was commissioned to look at how the legislation is currently used and it’s
impact on service users, families and staff. It will make recommendations for
improving the legislation and related practices.

5
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Encl. 5.3
Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

28th March 2018

Subject:

Report from the Chair of the Audit Committee meeting held on
14th March 2018

Presented by:

David Stenson

Author:

David Stenson

Purpose:

To receive report

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.
We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.
None

Relationship to High Level Risks:
Financial outturn for 2017/18 and risks for 2017/18 and 2018/19

Recommendation(s):
To receive the report

1
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x
x

x

x
x

Equality & Diversity implications:

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
Monitor:
Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

Previous consideration
Board

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
Turnaround

Audit
Quality & Safety
Finance &
Investment
Other

None

Executive Summary
THE KEY ISSUES DISCUSSED AT THE MEETING OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE
HELD ON THE 14TH MARCH 2018 ARE SET OUT BELOW
Internal and External Audit Contracts
It was agreed that the contracts for Internal Audit and Local Counter Fraud services
should be extended to 30th June 2019. Approval would be sought from the
Assembly of Governors to also extend the contact for External Audit.
This would provide consistency and continuity for the next 15 months whilst the
future direction of the Trust is considered. It was anticipated that the price of the
contracts would increase if the Trust went to the market.
Local Counter Fraud progress report
It was confirmed that the workplan was on target and would be revisited in the light
of the decision not to proceed with the Transforming Care Together (TCT)
integration plans.
A benchmarking exercise has been undertaken related to the number of fraud
2
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referrals. It was noted that in comparison with five mental health trusts, the Black
Country Partnership was in the middle of the range. It was further noted that the
main reason for referrals by the five Trusts was that members of staff were working
with other organisations whilst on sick leave.
Confirmation was sought that the Trust’s Human Relations Policy was clear that staff
cannot work for other organisations whilst on sick leave and the consequences of
doing so were clearly communicated to staff.
External Audit Report
It was reported that the risks previously highlighted included the Trust’s financial
sustainability in 2018/19.
It was confirmed that a review had been undertaken regarding property valuation of
capital schemes and a verification of assets would be performed in order to test key
assumptions made in relation to the status of capital projects and the Trust’s
valuations.
It was reported that the Trust had performed well to maintain its financial position.
However, it was a cause for concern that fifty percent of the Cost Improvement
Programme savings were non-recurrent. The Trust’s underlying financial position
would be reviewed at the end of the Financial Year.
The importance of a strategy following the Board’s decision not to proceed with TCT
was highlighted. Previous audit considerations had been based on TCT being the
strategic best fit for the Trust as a long-term sustainable option and it was essential
to understand the long-term strategic direction of travel.
In order to prevent qualification of accounts it was essential that the Board
understood that it was necessary to develop a clear clinical strategy underpinned by
workforce and manpower strategies. It was confirmed that the format of the
qualification was related to financial sustainability and reference was made to the
importance of contract negotiations as a number of contracts were loss making.
It was agreed that the issue of loss making contracts would be referred to the
Finance and Investment Committee.
It was noted that distressed funding would be required for the second quarter of
2018/19 and it would be valuable to have a formal acknowledgement from NHS
Improvement that distressed funding would be made available.
Internal Audit
It was reported that a Substantial Internal Audit Opinion had been given to
Expenditure: Non-Pay and Healthcare Income and Debtors.
It was important to maintain a focus on overdue audit recommendations, which had
been reduced to five, and to ensure that implementation plans were in place for
those which were outstanding.

3
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Board Assurance Framework (BAF)
It was noted that following the decision not to proceed with TCT the BAF will require
to be refreshed as a matter of urgency. The BAF will be submitted to the Board
meeting to be held in March 2018 and an updated report made to the meeting of the
Audit Committee to be held on 18th April 2018.
External Audit highlighted the importance of identifying the five principal risks for the
Trust and the mitigation.
Losses and Compensation Claims
It was reported that there have been 13 losses and compensation claims during
2017/18 of which eight have been closed with payments totalling £14,872.
There is one remaining claim from 2016/17 where £30 has been requested which is
being processed.
Quality Report
A draft Quality Report was received It was noted that the draft Report had been
complied in a short-time frame. Key topics were highlighted by the Director of
Nursing, AHPs, Psychology and Governance.
External Audit suggested that an easy read version highlighting the salient points
should be considered.
A further proposal was made that a group(s) of Governors could assist in the
process which would lead to further engagement.
The improvements made to services were acknowledged in what has been a
challenging year and to staff who compiled the draft Report.
The Report will be circulated to key stakeholders for comments.
Date of next meeting
The next meeting will be held on the 18th April 2018.

4
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Encl. 5.4

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

28th March 2018

Subject:

Report from Finance & Investment Committee held on 16th
March 2018

Presented by:
Committee

Kathy McAteer, NED – Chair of Finance & Investment

Author:

Kathy McAteer, NED

Purpose:

Information and Recommendations

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.
We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.

Relationship to High Level Risks:
As identified in Risk Register
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x

Recommendation(s):
To note the report from the Finance & Investment Committee and that the BoD
should:
a) Approve the Business Case for the joint procurement with Dudley & Walsall
MH Trust of Servelec RiO with the proviso that a robust legal agreement is
put in place between BCP and DW that adequately covers the joint
arrangements and does not leave BCP at any risk. Linked to this, to
authorise the initiation of BCP’s implementation project and approve the
commissioning of a clinically rich joint Project Board to manage governance
and implementation.
b) Review Risk 419 (breach of license) at the Strategy Day on 28th March 2018
and amend it to reflect the changed position following the abandonment of
TCT.
c) Review Risk 414 (IT strategy) and amend it to reflect the changed position
following the abandonment of TCT and to reflect the outcome of the BoD’s
subsequent decision on item (a) above..

Equality & Diversity implications:

There are no implications to consider.

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
x

Monitor:

 All aspects of governance assurance

x

Care Quality
Commission:

 National patient information survey
 Information Governance Toolkit

Other:
None:

N/A
N/A

Previous consideration
Board

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds

Audit
Quality & Safety
Finance &
Investment
Other

N/A
None
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X

Executive Summary
A meeting of the Finance & Investment Committee was held on 16th March 2018 and
discussed the following:
1. Financial Position
There are no major changes to the financial position which continues to be
favourable YTD and has an in-month surplus, with the full year forecast being £224k
better than plan. The key areas of risk continue to be non-recurring CIPs and
adverse income for mental health and learning disabilities due to bed occupancy
levels. Agency has deteriorated to 5.1% with the main area of concern continuing to
be medical. This is c£800c worse above cap, though it should be noted that the
position is still an improvement on last year, particularly in relation to nursing staff. It
was also noted that if TCT related agency cover and the impact of the recent severe
weather were taken out, the position would have been much closer to plan. Cash
continues to be above plan with a forecast worst scenario of £2.2m. The committee
will commence monitoring of the new live cashflow system from April.
2. CIP Programme:
There are no major changes to report. The forecast out turn is slightly below target,
the major risk continuing to be the level of non-recurrent savings which remain at
49%, equating to a £1.9m shortfall. Deep dive work is continuing into non recurrent
vacancies and a summary will be received next month on where recurrent savings
have been identified, in addition to the post implementation summary and detail of
closed schemes at the year end.
Benchmarking by Deloittes has shown that our overall delivery is better than other
MH trusts, though our recurrent delivery is worse (49% compared to 70%). It was
also noted that for 18/19 other MH trusts have set CIPs of 6% compared to BCP
target of 4.2%.
The Committee received a detailed briefing on the Gateway process for 18/19
schemes. Overall, schemes have been approved totalling £1.8m leaving a gap of
£2.4m. As in previous years, Mental Health services are the most challenging. The
key issues continues to be a shared lack of understanding with commissioners of
what MH services we are paid to deliver, a lack of clear service specifications and
the need to set zero based budgets based on clear specifications. It was also noted
that there are opportunities to bid for new tenders, and many corporate contracts
have ended or been extended for 12 months. However, it is essential that there are
adequate resources identified within procurement services to maximise these
opportunities. It is also critical to understand the corporate position following the
abandonment of TCT in view of the number of vacancies being held, and
opportunities therefore to review structures.
3. MH Programme.
The up-date highlighted the focus on bed management, separate strategies for
adults and older adults services, transformation of community services (Newton
Europe findings) and new business opportunities particularly in relation to physical
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health psychology services. It was noted that there is a need for a clear Investment
Strategy now that TCT is not going ahead. It was agreed that the Committee would
receive a further report and a “plan on a page” next month on the overall MH
strategy to bring together SLR, contracts, transformation and business opportunities.
4. LD Development Plan
The Committee received an up-date on the key issues. The key points to note are
that there will be a block contract of 8.5 beds, secure for 5 years, with some
additional capacity in Penrose of an additional 1.5 beds for spot purchases. TCP
commitment is that funding for LD services will not be taken out but re-used for new
community services. However, the contracting discussions with CCGs is critical to
ensure that money is not taken out. The new arrangements should make a £435K
contribution to CIPs.
5. Annual Plan
The Draft was submitted in line with NHSI timeline, and the final version will be
presented in April.
6. High Level Risks
Discussion focussed on the impact of the end of TCT and the Board are
recommended to:
a) Review Risk 419 (breach of license) at the Strategy Day on 28th March 2018.
b) Review Risk 414 (IT strategy) and amend it to reflect the changed position
and to reflect the outcome of the BoD’s subsequent decision on the
procurement of RiO.
7. Clinical Information System Business Case (RiO)
There was a detailed discussion of the business case. The committee were content
with the robustness of the strategic case for RiO and the recommended procurement
approach. It was noted that clinical engagement would be critical to implementation
and were given reassurances that this has been built in and there would be clinical
sign off before the system goes live. There was detailed debate regarding the
financial implications and the Committee were given reassurance that risks relating
to the costs of implementation had been fully considered and that there was
adequate mitigation in place. This included the governance process, clinical
engagement, input and advice from RiO configuration “experts” to learn from other
Trust’s experience, and contingency funding built into the budget figures. The
Committee are happy to recommend that the Board approves the joint procurement
of RiO on the condition that there is a robust legal agreement put in place between
BCP and DWMHT who will be responsible for the contract with Servelec.
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Encl. 6.1

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

28 February 2018

Subject:

Nursing Establishment 6 Monthly Review

Presented by:

Joyce Fletcher, Executive Director of Nursing, Quality,
AHPs and Psychology

Author:

Heidi Cater, Head of Nursing MH and Susan Brady, Head
of Nursing LD and CYP&F and Judy McDonald, Deputy
Director of Nursing

Purpose:

For information and assurance

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.
We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.
None

Relationship to High Level Risks:

BAF4
Recommendation(s):

That the Board receive and note this report.
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X
X

X

X
X

Equality & Diversity implications:

There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
X

NHSI:

X

Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

Previous consideration
Board

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
Turnaround

Audit
Quality & Safety
Finance &
Investment
Other

QSSG

None
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Executive Summary

1.0

Introduction

This report builds on the report shared at the Board of Directors in July 2017 and is
in keeping with the revised national guidance from the National Quality Board (NQB)
on safe, sustainable and productive staffing.
This guidance shared includes the three NQB expectations that form a ‘triangulated’
approach (right staff, right skills, right place and time) to staffing decisions. It is an
approach in deciding staffing levels based on patients’ needs, acuity and risks, which
are monitored from the ward to the board which will enable NHS provider boards to
make appropriate judgements about delivering safe sustainable and productive
staffing.
The NQB report highlights that the CQC supports this triangulated approach to staff
decisions, rather than making judgements based solely on numbers of staff to
patients.
NHSI have published national improvement resources for Safe, Sustainable and
Productive Staffing in Mental Health and Learning Disabilities. These resources build
on the expectations and frameworks outlined in The NQB July 2016 publication.
The mental health resource has been developed for community and inpatient mental
health service across all specialities and for people of all ages. It also recognises
the multi professional approach and the importance of all team members.
The Learning disability resource again has been developed for both community and
inpatient settings in the context of reducing health inequalities.
The resources include tools and reference sources to help providers plan, measure
and improve care: including an outline process for a staffing/ establishment review
and a summary of decision making tools.
Since the last Board of Directors report on nursing establishment the Trust has held
two safe staffing summits which focused on three key areas:
-

Safe Staffing Assurance Process where a new assurance process has been
established.
Retention of Staff, the Trust is currently part of a NHSI programme to build on
its retention strategy.
Roster management, supporting staff in roster management ensuring effective
rostering.

It is envisaged that the resources recently published by the NQB will support the safe
staffing summits moving forward in building on our existing areas of work and
identifying priorities moving forward.
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2.0 Mental Health Services (see appendix 1)
Recruitment and retention of registered mental health nurses, particularly at Band 5
remains an ongoing challenge for the Division. It is important to acknowledge this is
not unique to BCPFT and does reflect a wider national picture.
Since August 2017 the mental health division have had difficulty in fulfilling their
registered nurse fill rate. In December 2017 8 of the wards were below 90% for their
threshold of registered staff however the combined rate was for all 9 wards was a
100%.
In response to this challenge the Division has had to explore via the Mental Health
Transformation Programme alternative solutions, including review of the existing
nursing establishment and skill mix in support of safe staffing levels and continuity of
care.
The review has enabled the Division to create career pathway opportunities for
unregistered staff. There is a recognition of the future role of Band 4 Nurse Associate
posts and 9 posts (one per ward) have been built into the new establishment .This
commitment gives real value to our current Trainee Nurse Associates working
towards their qualification. Additional posts at Band 3 level have also been
developed.
The Division recognises unregistered staff do not replace registered staff. However,
the revised establishment has enabled the existing registered compliment to be
deployed in a more equitable way.
Quality impact assessments have been completed to support the review and have
been considered through the gateway process and the Trusts Quality Safety
Steering Group.
The establishment and skill mix review reduces the Registered Nurse posts by 16.65
WTE across the 9 clinical areas. From an Unregistered perspective there has been
an additional increase of 22.14 WTE posts.
With the reduction of posts April 2018 there will remain a potential deficit of 17.32
WTE registered nurses within urgent care.
The Benchmarking Workforce Summary indicates a ‘typical’ 18 bed adult acute ward
will have 14.4 WTE Registered Nurses. The current 17/18 establishment budgets for
registered nurses across all nine mental health wards exceeds the recommended
figure.
The Division maintains its commitment to the recruitment and retention agenda,
whilst delivering safe, sustainable and productive staffing. The priority is always to
deliver safe and effective care to the patients who access our services .Therefore,
the Division will continue to monitor and regularly review the impact and outcomes of
the initiatives implemented from the Mental Health Transformation Programme.
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3.0 Learning Disability Services (see Appendix 2)
The Learning disability service is currently undergoing transformation under the
Transforming Care Program (TCP). This is to oversee the overall reduction of
learning disability inpatient beds with a move towards providing more community
care.
The staffing establishment of Ridge Hill, Pond Lane and the Pines have been
consolidated and staff have been transferred across the LD inpatient services.
This over establishment was with a view to reduce bank and agency spend
As a result of TCP the division has seen an increase in acuity of the patients being
admitted. This has posed challenges with clinical observations. Due to the high level
of observations required it can mean there is often a 150% to 200% combined fill
rate of staff. This presents the wards with challenges in terms of coordination of
breaks and highly stimulated environments which can result in an increase in
incidents particularly for those individuals with Autism.
To support with the high levels of observations a standard operating procedure
around zonal observations has been introduced to reduce the numbers of staff on
the wards.
The division has also been working with staff to ensure a competency program is in
place to support staff’s development and through the transition process.
Nursing Retention Strategy (see Appendix 3)
The Trust is currently part of a NHSI programme to build on its retention strategy.
The programme has involved an analysis primarily of Nursing workforce, but
including Allied Health Professionals and Psychology.
In summary the data showed an increasing trend when 2016/17 data was compared
with 2017/18 of an increase in leavers than starters within the Nursing workforce
which reflects the national trend.
When looking at the age range of leavers we see slight differences again in the
2016/17 data to the 2017/18 data with age shifting to our younger workforce, the
highest increase is within the age range of 41-45 age bracket. Retirement is still a
significant factor for reasons for leaving and evidences the aging workforce of the
Trust. The reasons for leaving other than retirement that have been recorded as
promotion and work life balance.
Three key areas came out of the staff engagement event carried out as part of the
program highlighting reasons for the increase in turnover (which currently is in
keeping with the national average) as: lack of continued professional development,
feeling valued/leadership and the increase in violence and aggression. Work had
already commenced within the organisation supporting these areas the feedback
from staff has enabled us to strengthen these work streams.
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The driver diagram (see Appendix 3) shows an overview of work streams and the
nominated leads. The plan has been shared with NHSI and will be monitored
monthly through workforce committee and through the NHSI collaborative.
Following further implementation of the above recommendations a further Nursing
Establishment review will be undertaken in six months’ time.
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Appendix 3

WORKFORCE RETENTION
DRIVER DIAGRAM – ACTION & ASSURANCE
AIM

PRIMARY DRIVERS
Jacqui Miller-Demirovska
Associate to Nursing
Directorate

Staff
Retention
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Executive
Sponsor,
Director of
Nursing,
Quality,
AHPs and
Psychology,
Joyce
Fletcher

Continuous
Professional
Development

SECONDARY DRIVERS
Clear training needs analysis

Design, develop and deliver a clear process from
appraisal outcomes

Career pathway

Career Pathway Roadshows planned for 2018

Process for accessing training

Refresh communication for non-mandatory and clinical
training

Use of apprenticeship levy

Visible leadership

Judy Griffiths, Associate
Director of HR Staff
feeling valued

Engagement opportunities
Health and Wellbeing Group

Flexible working

Judy McDonald
Deputy Director of
Nursing
Support around
violence and
aggression

ACTIONS

RIVA Group
Staff support
Local security specialist
support
Safe Wards PBS

2018 Apprenticeship programmes and standards linked
with Skills for Health
Good to great Executive Walkabouts and KLOE revised – back
to floor days
Enhance the induction process to include team inclusion
Develop a Mental Wellbeing Programme for Managers (to
include stress management)
To review policies including flexible working/retire and return

Staff support to be available at RIVA Group
LSMS liaising with Police to support with prosecution
where appropriate
Sue Burns/RIVA Group monitoring implementation
Meets monthly rotation of site to ensure staff
engagement
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Review of Inpatient Nursing Establishment, Capacity and
Capability, Mental Health.
1.0 Introduction
There is an organisational requirement to review the nursing establishment on a six monthly
basis across the Mental Health Urgent Care Inpatient Services. This paper has been
refreshed to reflect both progress and provide an updated position for the Division.
The paper outlines the current funded nursing establishment and agreed minimum safe
staffing levels required to support bed occupancy, patient acuity and delivery of safe and
effective care. Also presented is the proposed revision to the existing nursing establishment
and skill mix. informed by the 17/18 Mental Health Transformation Programme and effective
from April 2018 /19.
The paper clearly demonstrates positive progress and successes over the last six months in
line with previous recommendations. However, the recruitment and retention of registered
mental health nurses within inpatient services ,particularly at Band 5 level remains a
significant challenge.

2.0 Inpatient Services – Urgent Care
The Mental Health Division has nine inpatient wards across four hospital sites:
-

Edward Street Hospital; Sandwell - Older adults
Hallam Street Hospital; Sandwell - Adults of working age
Penn Hospital; Wolverhampton, Adults of working age and Older Adults
Macarthur Centre; Sandwell , Male Psychiatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU)

The inpatient services, their function and bed occupancy are described in more detail in
Table 1.

Table 1 – Mental Health Inpatient Services - Urgent Care

Location

Function

Number of Beds

Edward Street Hospital
Salter Ward

Older adults with functional
disorders assessment and
treatment ward

20

Chance Ward

Older adults with organic
disorders (complex needs)
and challenging behaviours,
assessment and treatment
ward.

18

Charlemont Ward

Adults of working age

18

Friar Ward

Adults of working age

18
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Hallam Street Hospital
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Location

Function

Number of Beds

Abbey Ward

Adults of working age

18

Meadow Ward

Older adults assessment
and treatment ward
(Functional and Organic
disorders )

16

Dale Ward

Adult of working age
(female)

16

Brook Ward

Adults of working age
(male)

20

Psychiatric Intensive Care
Unit (Male )

12

Penn Hospital

Heath Lane
Macarthur

3.0

Funded Nursing Establishment

Tables 2.0 and 2.1 outline the current funded establishments for both registered nurses and
healthcare support workers.

Table 2.0 Funded Registered Nursing Establishment Urgent Care December
2017

Report No

Report Name

WTE BUD
14.43

11.69

2.74

15.50
15.50
19.62
17.38
17.38
15.91

10.59
11.25
14.67
13.15
12.40
12.04

4.91
4.25
4.95
4.23
4.98
3.87

14.97

10.93

4.04

14.60

14.60

0.00

145.29

111.32

33.97

Page

Grand Total

WTE VAR

4

212 Friar House
Charlemont
213 House
214 Abbey House
228 PICU
241 Brook Ward
242 Dale Ward
246 Meadow Ward
Chance Ward 304 Ed St
Salter Ward - Ed
306 St

WTE
ACT
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Table 2.1 : Funded Healthcare Support Worker Establishment Urgent Care
December 2017

Report No
212
213
214
228
241
242
246
304
306

Grand Total

Report Name
Friar House
Charlemont
House
Abbey House
PICU
Brook Ward
Dale Ward
Meadow Ward
Chance Ward Ed St
Salter Ward - Ed
St

WTE BUD
WTE ACT WTE VAR
12.03
12.03

0.00

11.31
12.34
12.00
10.92
10.92
9.89

9.65
11.88
9.67
10.57
10.60
9.60

1.66
0.46
2.33
0.35
0.32
0.29

16.55

16.41

0.14

10.54

10.80

(0.26)

106.50

101.21

5.29

The Division is experiencing a deteriorating position in the recruitment and retention of
Registered Nurses within urgent care. The current variance of 33.97 WTE vacant posts in
December 2017 is 11.24 WTE more than the reported 22.73 WTE variance reported in May
2017.
Health Care Support Worker workforce remains stable with a 5.29 WTE vacancy variance for
December 2017 against a 4.09 WTE variance in May 2017.
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Recruitment and retention of registered mental health nurses, particularly at Band 5 remains
an ongoing challenge for the Division. It is important to acknowledge this is not unique to
BCPFT and does reflect a wider national picture.
In response to this challenge the Division has had to explore via the Mental Health
Transformation Programme alternative solutions , including review of the existing nursing
establishment and skill mix in support of safe staffing levels and continuity of care.
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4.0

Funded Nursing Establishment 2018/19

Table 3.0
Nursing WTE Summary For Inpatient Wards
Report Number
212
213
214
228
241
242
246
304
306

Report Name
Friar House
Charlemont House
Abbey House
PICU
Brook Ward
Dale Ward
Meadow Ward
Edward Street - Chance
Edward Street - Salter
Total

Qualfied Unqualified
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
18.96
18.96
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
14.88
14.88
13.20
13.20
128.64
128.64

Total
27.20
27.20
27.20
37.93
27.20
27.20
27.20
29.77
26.40
257.28

Table 3.0 outlines the funded nursing establishment for both registered and un registered
staff effective from 1st April 2018.
The establishment and skill mix review reduces the Registered Nurse posts by 16.65 WTE
across the 9 clinical areas. From an Unregistered perspective there has been an additional
increase of 22.14 WTE posts.
With the reduction of posts April 2018 there will remain a potential deficit of 17.32
WTE registered nurses within urgent care.
The review has enabled the Division to create career pathway opportunities for unregistered
staff. There is a recognition of the future role of Band 4 Nurse Associate posts and 9 posts
(one per ward) have been built into the new establishment .This commitment gives real value
to our current Trainee Nurse Associates working towards their qualification .Additional posts
at Band 3 level have also been developed.
The Division recognises unregistered staff do not replace registered staff. However, the
revised establishment has enabled the existing registered compliment to be deployed in a
more equitable way.
The revised registered establishment will still enable 3 RMNs per shift Monday to Friday ,
with a reduction of 2 RMNs per shift at weekends (see Section 8.0 Skill Mix Review ). .Note :
Macarthur has retained all of its existing registered establishment with a small reduction of
0.66 WTE and will continue to function on 3 registered per shift across 7 days once the
current RMN vacancies are recruited to.
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It is important to note all of the funding within the establishment budgets was retained to
support the revised skill mix.

6

The increased unregistered workforce which is actively and successfully being recruited to
from January 2017 will provide stability and continuity to the workforce .It is anticipated once
the additional posts are appointed to there will be a significantly reduced requirement to
utilise bank and agency .

5.0

Recruitment and Retention

Table 4.0 :Snapshot of Recruitment and Retention Challenges of Registered
Nurses December 2017.
Registered Nurse Starters

Registered Nurse Leavers

TARU

1

OA Team North

1

Complex Care

1

Salter

1

Macarthur

1

Dale

1

HTT Wolves

1

Meadow

1

Brook

1

Mental Health Liaison

1

Mental Health Liaison

2

Table 4.0 outlines the recruitment and retention of Registered Nurse posts December 2017
.Six RMNs were recruited with only one being for Urgent Care Macarthur Unit. Six RMNs left
substantive posts, four were from urgent care.
On a positive note a proportion of the registered nurses leaving remain retained within the
organisation but migrate out of inpatient areas into Planned Care services.
.
Reasons given for the six leaving include: promotion ,relocation, work life balance.
The Head of Nursing and Human Resources business partners are working closely together
to analyse the monthly flow of starters and leavers, identify any trends or specific services
that require a focus .
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The Mental Health Division is also participating in a Trust wide piece of work to address
retention issues as part of a programme linked to NHSi .
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6.0

Safe Staffing Levels

Table 5.0 Safe Staffing Levels
Ward

Beds

Early

Late

Night

Salter

20

5

5

4

Chance

18

6

6

4

Charlemont

18

5

5

4

Friar

18

5

5

4

Abbey

18

5

5

4

Meadow

16

5

5

4

Dale

16

5

5

4

Brook

20

5

5

4

Macarthur

12

7

7

6

Table 5.0 outlines the minimum safe staff levels for each ward on a shift by shift basis
(excluding the Ward Managers who function in a supernumerary capacity Monday to Friday,
9.00am – 5.00pm).
All wards operate a safe staffing level of 5/5/4 with the exception of Chance 6/6/4 and
Macarthur 7/7/6
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Safe Staffing levels are monitored monthly through the Safe Sustainable and Productive
Staffing Survey. Mental Health achieve a combined fill rate (registered and unregistered ) of
100% plus on a monthly basis. However, due to the current vacancy position for registered
nurses the majority of the wards have consistently been reporting below the 90% threshold
since September 2017 for the registered element. A high fill rate of unregistered staff are
utilised to achieve the required safe staff levels often requiring access to bank and agency .
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7.0 NHS Benchmarking Network November 2017 Inpatient and
Community Mental Health
The three tables below are extracted from the National Benchmarking Network report
2017.
BCPFT (MH34 ) is depicted in red alongside our MERIT partners in green. Coventry and
Warwick (MH40),Birmingham and Solihull (MH10) and Dudley and Walsall (MH535
TTab
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The graphs support the Mental Health Division to compare our current Registered Nurse
compliment per 10 beds against other mental health organisations. Both BCPFT Younger
Adult Acute and Older Adult Services are above the national average per 10 beds and PICU
is in line with the national average.
The Benchmarking Workforce Summary indicates a ‘typical’ 18 bed adult acute ward will
have 14.4 WTE Registered Nurses. The current 17/18 establishment budgets for registered
nurses across all nine Mental Health wards exceeds the recommended figure..
.
It is important to note that although the current Registered funded establishments are
above the national average all wards are functioning below their registered
establishment which is significantly impacted by the 33.97 WTE vacancies.(See Table
2.0 )

8.0 Skill mix
Table 6.0 – Current Staff Skill Mix 2017/18
Late

Night

Salter

3 Registered
2 HCSW

3 Registered
2 HCSW

2 Registered
2 HCSW

Chance

3 Registered
3 HCSW

3 Registered
3 HCSW

2 Registered
2 HCSW

Charlemont

3 Registered
2 HCSW

3 Registered
2 HCSW

2Registered
2 HCSW
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Early
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Ward

Ward

Early

Late

Night

Friar

3 Registered
2 HCSW

3 Registered
2 HCSW

2 Registered
2 HCSW

Abbey

3 Registered
2 HCSW

3 Registered
2 HCSW

2 Registered
2 HCSW

Meadow

3 Registered
2 HCSW

3 Registered
2 HCSW

2 Registered
2 HCSW

Dale

3 Registered
2 HCSW

3 Registered
2 HCSW

2 Registered
2 HCSW

Brook

3 Registered
2 HCSW

3 Registered
2 HCSW

2 Registered
2 HCSW

Macarthur

3 Registered
4 HCSW

3 Registered
4 HCSW

3 Registered
3 HCSW

Table 6.0 outlines the desired skill mix ratio of registered to non-registered staff. However, in
the current climate of registered nurse vacancies the above skill mix is not consistently
achieved, particularly at weekends.
A review of the current establishments and skill mix highlighted some disparity in
establishments across wards and gave an opportunity to re direct staff resources across the
urgent care more equitably and giving an even spread of registered workforce.
.
Data scrutiny over a 12 month period evidences ward areas can achieve the 3 registered
staff per shift more frequently Monday to Friday but when the high level of vacancies is
factored in most shifts Saturday and Sunday can only deliver 2 registered staff.
For further assurance purposes a deep dive analysis was undertaken to understand if
reduction in registered nurses at weekends impacted on patient safety .Key Harms were
considered including Falls, Medication errors ,Use of PRN (when required ) medication
,numbers of reported incidents for example - violence and aggression , absconds.
There was no evidence to suggest incidents increase at weekends and having 2 registered
nurses on shift instead of 3 did not corroborate with an increase in reported incidents. .
Anecdotally, as part of the review both staff and patients reported they felt having a
consistent substantive workforce provided continuity of care and enhanced patient safety
and a positive experience. The stability of the clinical workforce was considered to have the
greatest impact on clinical care rather than the skill mix.

8.1 Skill Mix for 18/19
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The revised skill mix for 18/19 will continue to support 3 registered nurses Monday to Friday
with a minimum of 2 per shift at weekends .The increased establishment of unregistered staff
will support maintaining safe staffing levels , provide continuity of care and reduce reliance
on bank and agency use.
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9.0 Sickness Absence
Sickness Absence was reported as 5.54% in December 2017, above the KPI target of 4.5%
.Short term sickness accounted for 1.54% and the higher proportion of sickness related to
long term at 4%
Reasons for short term sickness were mainly due to Influenza type symptoms. Long term
related to anxiety, stress and depression as the largest reported categories.
As previously reported sickness absence continues to be actively managed in line
with the revised Managing Attendance Policy and is monitored on a monthly basis through
Quality and Safety, Divisional Management Board and Performance Assurance meetings.
A significant amount of good practice aimed to reduce absence levels linked to the Health
and Wellbeing Committee continues to be developed and progressed. Managers remain
proactive to ensure early engagement with staff is taking place.
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Table 7.0 – Inpatient Ward Sickness/Absence Levels April – December 2017
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10.0 Bank and Agency Use
Table 8.0 Bank and Agency Use: July – December 2017

Staff Group

Bank Pay

Nursing – Unqualified

1,207,861

Agency Pay
112,317

Grand Total
1,320,178

421,161

341,535

762,696

1,629,022

453,852

2,082,874

Nursing – Qualified
Grand Total

Table 8.1 MH Division Bank & Agency Expenditure

MH Division Bank & Agency Spend
£400,000
£350,000
£300,000
£250,000
£200,000
£150,000
£100,000
£50,000
£0
42917

42948

42979
Agency

43009

43040

43070

Bank

Registered nurse vacancies and recruitment challenges across all inpatient sites.



Clinical Observations at Level 3 and Level 4 due to patient clinical presentations
requiring support and management of significant risks ie violence and aggression,
self-harm ,
.
Cover for staffing shortfalls relating to sickness absence and backfill to release staff
to access mandatory and specialist training.
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Factors that continue to influence the use of temporary staff in order to maintain safe staff
levels include:
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Registered vacancies remain the greatest factor for registered bank and agency use, whilst
clinical observations remain the main factor for unregistered.
The Division maintains a commitment to achieving a reduction in Bank and the ambition of
Zero Agency. There are a range of proactive recommendations currently being implemented
including weekly scrutiny of bank and agency usage supported by the Divisional Director and
Head of Nursing.

11.0

Initiatives to promote Patient Safety

The changing acuity of patients with increasing complexity of needs and challenging
behaviours is resulting in an increase of reported incidents of physical violence and
aggression. This is the highest recorded category of incidents on datix for Mental Health
Division. Actions taken to support staff and patient safety include:
 Launch and roll out of engagement model ‘See, Think, Act’ programme delivered by
the Trust Relational Security expert
 Relaunch of Safe Wards Programme and refresh of Champions
 Implementation of least restrictive practice approach
 PCPiP – Person Centred Physical Intervention Plans supported by robust risk
assessments
 Full review of Seclusion Policy and Extra Care Protocol in line with MHA Code of
Practice and roll out of revised Seclusion Booklet.
 Full Scoping of Clinical Environments/identification of potential risks and impact on
patient and staff safety
 Risk Register/capital bids to influence programme of works Hallam, Macarthur,
Edward Street
 Participation in the West Midlands pilot of Keith Hurst’s Safe Staffing tools across MH
and LD 2014/15 (Brook and Charlemont Wards). Recently Chance and Macarthur
participated further two week pilot dependency/acuity level and safer care measures.
Results anticipated March 2018.

12.0 Current Position of Progress January 2018

 Duty Senior Nurse function introduced at Hallam Street Hospital.
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Page

 Working Time Directives now met at Penn Hospital with the introduction of new shift
system.

14

 Full implementation of an aligned shift system across all urgent care sites
commenced 8/1/18

 Completion of a deep dive analysis to support the skill mix review proposals
 Active recruitment / interviews throughout Jan/ Feb 2018 for both registered and
unregistered staff.
 Awaiting start dates for a 6 registered staff Feb 2018 onwards,
 Macarthur Unit has seen a significant uplift of HCSW both Band 2 and 3s following
review of the existing ward budget and reset of the establishment whilst retaining
existing registered nurse compliment.
 Skill mix review has enabled a Band 4 post to be integrated into every ward
establishment to support the Nurse Associate Career Pathway from 2018/19.
 Progressing a HCSW Development Programme at Divisional Level reflecting Job
Descriptions to compliment the existing Care Certificate.


Review of the NHS Benchmarking report 2017 for Mental Health

 Scrutiny of reasons for staff leaving supported by workforce .
 Development of the Community Preceptorship Model (Planned Care) from April 2018
 Engaged in review of the pay band of newly registered nurses awaiting their PIN to
ensure in line with the competitive market.
 Participation in the BCPFT Safe Staffing Summits November 2017 and January
2018.
 Introduction of Band 3 Ward Clerks to free clinical staff from administrative tasks and
enhance Time to Care.
 Continue to participate in sub-groups aligned to workforce development and nursing
board to support the recruitment retention agenda
 Engage at local level clinical teams to think creatively in the recruitment processes for
target audiences, student nurses, apprentices, temporary staff and the introduction of
new roles ie nurse associates
 Effectively manage all workforce changes ie ageing workforce ,retirement,
succession planning.
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The Division maintains its commitment to the recruitment and retention agenda, whilst
delivering safe, sustainable and productive staffing. The priority is always to deliver safe and
effective care to the patients who access our services .Therefore, the Division will continue
to monitor and regularly review the impact and outcomes of the initiatives implemented from
the Mental Health Transformation Programme.
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Review of Nursing Staffing Capacity, Capability and
Establishment Update – Learning Disability
1.0 Introduction
There is an organisational requirement to review nursing staffing levels on a six monthly
basis across the learning disability inpatient services. A full review was undertaken in April
2017 and at that time an Assessment and Treatment Review had commenced in support of
the National Transforming Care agenda (NHS, England). A safe staffing summit was
organised in November 2017 (Appendix 1) to highlight particular divisional issues with
nursing establishments, fill rates and safe staffing. A further safe staffing summit (appendix
2) was held in January 2018 to review progress made against recommendations made.
This paper outlines the current funded nursing establishment and agreed minimum safe
staffing levels required to support the bed occupancy, patient acuity and deliver safe
effective care in line with national and local requirements.

2.0 Background
2.1 National Transforming Care (TCP) Strategic Trajectory
The Learning Disabilities Division is working closely with the Black Country TCP to deliver on
their requirements to meet the national agenda. ‘Transforming Care’ is a national service
model, for people with learning disabilities which has been developed with the help of people
with lived experience, clinicians, providers and commissioners. There is a local
implementation plan which is overseen by the Transforming Care Partnership. Transforming
care is about improving health and care services so that more people can live in the
community, with the right support, and close to home. Transforming care will mean that
fewer people will need to go into hospital for their care resulting in hundreds of hospital beds
that can be closed across England. To do this the national plan is making sure that services
in the community are much better.
The national plan, Building the Right Support, published in October 2015 set out what needs
to happen to make sure this change happens. A national service model and supplementary
guidance for commissioners has been produced which tells us what good services should
look like and what should be in place by March 2019. Part of Building the Right Support
included the development of 48 transforming care partnerships (TCPs) across
England. TCPs are made up of clinical commissioning groups, NHS England’s specialised
commissioners and local authorities. The TCPs work with people with a learning disability,
autism or both and their families and carers to agree and deliver local plans for the
programme.
2.2 Learning Disabilities Local Transforming Care (TCP) Plan
The learning disabilities local TCP plan will result in an overall reduction of a further 18
BCPFT beds and reinvestment of funds into the community service to include the
implementation of a new Intensive Support Team to support avoidance of hospital admission
and the development of the existing forensic nursing resource into a new community
Forensic Team. Staffing levels will be based on national TCP and safe staffing guidance.
This work has commenced with the current suspension of service to Ridge Hill Assessment
and Treatment Unit and the review of the clinical model on the Pines which is also currently
closed to admissions. The staffing establishment for these units has been consolidated and
staff have been transferred across onto other inpatient and forensic units. A consultation
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process is underway to consider the future Assessment and Treatment provision and the
staff establishment in order to meet the Transforming Care requirements.

2.3 Benefits of plan to good quality, safe and sustainable care
 The revised Assessment & Treatment service and changes to community structures
will provide a number of benefits such as:
 Improved health and care services for people with a learning disability in the Black
Country with opportunity for more people to live in the community with the right
support and close to home
 The A&T inpatient service will be enabled to have a higher threshold for clinical
acuity, which is necessary in future A&T provision, due to Penrose House location
having the surrounding support infrastructure on that site.
 Contributes to ensuring efficient, sustainable use of resources in the LD Division
 Professional development opportunities linked to implementing new ways of working
to support the national agenda: developing a more effective and efficient workforce.
Offering career development opportunities for staff. Introduction of new roles such as
‘Nurse Associate’
 Improved staff health and wellbeing due to improved staffing levels and structures
based on national guidance to support services effectively
3.0 Safe staffing levels
There have been some challenges to maintaining safe staffing levels across all the inpatient
areas. A number of trigger points have caused this situation over the last 6 months, reaching
a peak point towards the end of 2017. These relate to acute high levels of observations
required for patients who present with higher acuity, spike in short term staff sickness, some
difficulties recruiting during a period of organisational change and a number of staff
approaching retirement at the same time due to an aging inpatient workforce.
To address these challenges various steps have been taken which include a review of
working practices, increased MDT provision and presence on the units, completion of an
SBAR and associated clinical action plan, staff engagement and briefing sessions, bespoke
training sessions and closer scrutiny of restrictive practices. These are monitored weekly to
address and monitor quality and safe provision. There is also robust mitigation plans in place
that remains in the view of the LD Leadership team. The Matrons and Head of Nursing have
a regular presence on the inpatient units.
3.1 Current Practice:
 The LD Division has implemented a stepped model of care to ensure establishments
and safe staffing numbers reflect occupancy levels and reflect efficient use of staff
resources. The clinical observation and engagement policy has been reviewed with a
local protocol to support the utilisation of zonal observations. Matrons and ward
managers are ensuring that staffing numbers are based on patient need and
changing acuity.
 Admission and discharge pathways are currently under review in line with the new
enhanced community model
 Admissions to the assessment and treatment units are planned within working hours.
The current practice is if clinical need dictates staffing levels are increased to
accommodate any additional clinical need and if required extra registered nurses are
rostered on
 Safe Wards programme continues to be implemented
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 Engagement model ‘See, Think, Act’ programme is being implemented across
inpatient areas
 The Division has been actively implementing safe staffing tools and safe staffing
principles. Discussion has taken place around consideration for a local dashboard for
inpatient services to enable them to monitor compliance against quality and safety
indicators that will be in the view of the staff teams.
Despite challenges presented to inpatient services, both the quality and safety relating to the
delivery of care to patients has not been compromised. This is reflected in the LD Divisional
scorecard information evidencing that the LD Division continues to meet the contractual KPI
requirement across the safety and quality domains.

A robust annual audit programme has been implemented to ensure quality and safety of
provision is maximised. There are a range of measures in place that are monitored through
the Trust Quality and Safety governance process. The outcome of audit programmes,
Quality Improvement Priorities and clinical action plans are monitored via our tracker
compliance on datix and QIP modules. The Head of Nursing has oversight of these and is
working closely with the Divisional Risk Manager and Clinical Effectiveness Lead to ensure
the Division is on track for these actions.

3.2 Maintaining patient and staff safety
The changing acuity of patients with increasing complexity of need is resulting in an increase
in staff assaults by patients. This is the highest recorded category of incidents on datix. The
severity of these incidents is also increasing. This has also had an impact on staff sickness
levels. Actions taken to support staff and patient safety:


















Implementation of safe staffing tools
Implementation/ refresh of the escalation protocol and policy
A competency framework is planned in support of staff skill development
Standardised risk management processes implemented
Safe Wards programme has been implemented and resources needed identified
‘Safety Huddles’ introduced during 12 hour shifts
Staff debrief sessions and clinical supervision implemented/ reviewed
£250 safe staffing resource box available for each ward
Protective bite equipment purchased for inpatient areas
2 weekly inpatient meetings to review progress and for staff to raise any issues with
the Senior Leadership/Management Team
Engagement model ‘See, Think, Act’ programme is being implemented across
inpatient areas by the Trust Relational Security expert
Positive Behaviour Support training
Behaviour Swap cards model
Service user councils/ meetings to raise concerns/ worries they may have
Reducing Restrictive Interventions CQUIN
Recovery College CQUIN
Environments are not currently fit for purpose and plans are in place to review impact
of this on patient and staff safety. Capital bids have been submitted in support of
changes or resources required
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A Trust wide Reducing Incidence of Violence and Aggression is taking the oversight and
leadership of violence reduction across the organisation and staff engagement sessions
have taken place as part of the Trust Quality Improvement Summit.
4.0 Culture and Practice
The culture and practice of the LD inpatient units needs to be continually challenged to
ensure financial sustainability and management accountability against establishments along
with the reduction in bank and agency use. Evidence of poor quality and safety standards
need to be identified and resolved at the earliest opportunity to promote safe working
practices. The Matron’s presence and audit programme supports scrutiny of incidents and
restrictive practice, infection control standards compliance, safe staffing and harm free care.
5.0 Learning Disability Inpatient Services - Assessment and Treatment beds
Unit

Location

Penrose House

Heath
Lane
Sandwell

Number of Beds
Hospital 10

Ridge Hill
Dudley
(Service currently closed.
Staff consolidated across
other inpatient areas)
Orchard Hills
Walsall

5

8

5.1 Learning Disability Inpatient Services- Forensic beds
Unit

Location

Gerry Simon Clinic Low
Secure Service
The Larches male step up
/ step down

Heath
Lane
Sandwell
Hallam Street
Sandwell

Number of Beds
Hospital 16
Hospital 14

The Pines
Hallam Street Hospital
Female step down
(Currently
closed
to
admissions whilst clinical
model reviewed.
Staff
consolidated across other
inpatient areas)

4

6.0 Shift Patterns
The shift patterns on each unit varies slightly which has been based on either ongoing
review of shift patterns and the introduction of twilight shifts such as at Gerry Simon or based
on historical shift patterns that staff have opted to remain with. The nursing establishment
has been set in accordance to these existing shift patterns and will be reviewed again
following the full implementation of the new Assessment and Treatment model.
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The agreed safe staffing levels for each unit were agreed and shown in charts 6.1 to 6.4
below
6.1 Assessment and Treatment Units- shift pattern
Each unit is identified to have a full-time Band 7 Ward Manager in addition (supernumerary)
to safe staffing levels. The LD Service current position relating to this is:






Daisy Bank has an acting Ward Manager in post
Gerry Simon Clinic now has a Ward Manager in post
Penrose has a permanent Ward Manager in post
The Larches has a permanent Ward Manager in post
The Pines staff have been moved to support staffing across other A and T units

Additional admin support or ‘Ward Clerks’ have also been established in support of the
nursing establishment. This is to allow nurses to utilise their clinical time in direct patient
care.
An enhanced MDT establishment for Penrose has been organised as part of the transitional
arrangements to ensure safety and quality is maintained on the unit.
*Penrose, Daisy Bank, currently operate a long day shift pattern
Unit

Early

Late

Night

Penrose*

6

4

Daisy Bank*

5

3

Ridge Hill
(Service closed. Staff
consolidated across
other inpatient areas)

7

7

5

6.2 Forensic Units- shift pattern
Gerry Simon Unit has 3 day care coordinators who are supernumerary and a psychologist
within the staff team who work 9-5
The Larches have an occupational therapist and a psychologist within the staff team who
work 9-5.
Unit

Early

Late

Night

Gerry Simon Clinic

8

8

6

The Pines
(Unit currently closed
to admissions whilst
clinical
model reviewed. Staff
consolidated across
other inpatient areas)

3

3

2
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The larches

6

6

4

The safe staffing levels are broken down by registered nursing staff and unregistered
nursing staff as follows:
6.3 Assessment and Treatment Units- safe staffing levels

Unit

Early

Late

Penrose

2 Registered Nurses
4 unregistered Nursing staff

Daisy Bank

2 Registered Nurses
3 unregistered nursing staff

Ridge Hill
(Service closed. Staff
consolidated across
other inpatient areas)

Night

2 Registered Nurses
5 unregistered
nursing staff

1 Registered Nurse
3 unregistered
nursing staff
1 Registered Nurses
2 unregistered
nursing staff
1 Registered Nurse
4 unregistered
nursing staff

Early

Late

Night

3 Registered Nurses
5 unregistered
nursing staff
1 Registered Nurse
2 unregistered
nursing staff

3 Registered Nurses
5 unregistered
nursing staff
1 Registered nurse
2 unregistered
nursing staff

2 Registered Nurses
4 unregistered
nursing staff
1 Registered Nurse
1 unregistered
nursing staff

2 Registered Nurses
4 unregistered
nursing staff

2 Registered Nurses
4 unregistered
nursing staff

1 Registered Nurse
3 unregistered
nursing staff

2 Registered Nurses
5 unregistered
nursing staff

6.4 Forensic Units- safe staffing levels

Unit
Gerry Simon Clinic

The Pines
(Service not open to
admissions. Clinical
business case under
review.
Staff
consolidated across
other inpatient areas)
The larches
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7.0 Funded Nursing Establishment December 2017

Report Name
Forensic Gerry
Simon
Forensic Gerry
Simon Total
Larches Ward
Larches Ward
Total
Daisy Bank Behavioural

Description

Sum of
WTE
Budget

Sum of
WTE Actual

Sum of WTE Vacancy

Registered
Unregistered

15.07
30.83

13.52
22.88

1.55
7.95

Registered
Unregistered

45.90
14.10
14.50

36.40
10.00
13.71

9.50
4.10
0.79

28.60

23.71

4.89

DRIVERS
BAND 2
Registered
Unregistered

1.00
7.70
13.83

1.00
8.00
11.47

0.00
-0.30
2.36

Registered
Unregistered

22.53
8.50
18.97

20.47
8.23
17.52

2.06
0.27
1.45

27.47

25.75

1.72

Registered
Unregistered

9.33
27.50

8.80
22.70

0.53
4.80

Registered
Unregistered

The Pines Total

36.83
5.53
8.57
14.10

31.50
4.97
7.00
11.97

5.33
0.56
1.57
2.13

Grand Total

175.43

149.80

25.63

Daisy Bank Behavioural
Total
Penrose House
Penrose House
Total
Ridge Hill Client
Services
Ridge Hill Client
Services Total
The Pines
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8.0 Recruitment and Retention Challenges
Recruitment to a service during a process of change is a challenge. Not only due to TCP
remodelling but also in relation to the pending TCT Transaction. The Divisional position
shows a clinical vacancy rate at 11.38% this sits above the KPI of <9 %. Our non-clinical
vacancy rate is currently under KPI at 4.31%. Turnover rates sit just 1% above the KPI at
16.25% against a target of below 15%. There are many actions and initiatives currently
being implemented to support the recruitment and retention challenges being faced across
the organisation. These are delivered via a range of workforce sub groups and local level
activities and are monitored via both Nursing Board and Workforce Committee. A detailed
review and improvement to the recruitment process has been actioned through Divisional
recovery plans. These are monitored on a monthly basis via the Performance Management
Board.
8.1 Sickness levels
 Sickness levels are currently higher than the Trust KPI target of 4.5% sitting at
8.90%. This relates predominantly to short term sickness. Work continues to be
undertaken with managers to ensure early engagement with staff is taking place, to
avoid lengthy absences
 The primary reason for long-term absence continues to be Stress/Anxiety/Depression
 A development plan is in place to support the staff team and to enhance
psychological support to the team aswell as a debrief process being scoped
 Sickness/ Absence continues to be actively supported in line with the Managing
Attendance Policy and is monitored on a monthly basis through both Quality and
Safety and Group Management Board
 A rapid improvement action plan was initiated in December due to a spike in short
term sickness which continues to be implemented

9.0 LD Bank and Agency Spend (July 2017- December 2017)

LD Division Bank & Agency Spend
£250,000
£200,000
£150,000
£100,000
£50,000
£0
Jul-17

Month

Aug-17

Sep-17
Agency

Oct-17

Nov-17

LD Bank Bookings
Apr-17
May-17
Jun-17
Jul-17
Aug-17
Sep-17
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LD Agency Bookings
1,357
1,352
1,252
1,373
1,223
1,359
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Dec-17

279
262
232
286
221
253

Oct-17
Nov-17
Dec-17

1,207
1,086
1,150

168
123
196

Number of Bank & Agency Bookings in LD Inpatient
Wards per month
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1,200
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Number of Bank Bookings by Ward per month
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Oct-17

Nov-17

Dec-17

Number of Agency Bookings by Ward per month
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LD Bank Expenditure
Apr-17
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Jul-17
Aug-17
Sep-17
Oct-17
Nov-17
Dec-17

Nov-17
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LD Agency Expenditure

196,298
209,483
184,424
188,170
198,597
203,054
182,085
152,065
156,218

37,882
77,280
31,771
53,762
35,023
38,313
33,870
26,104
33,153

Expenditure on Bank & Agency in LD Inpatient Wards
per month
250,000
200,000
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0
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Bank Expenditure by Ward per month
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Agency Expenditure by Ward per month
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Controlling Agency spend is a priority for the Trust and the Learning Disabilities Group
indicate a downward trend on agency spend. There is evidence of a spike in bank usage in
December due to a sudden increase in short term staff sickness. Recruitment drives and
tighter controls on agency bookings have been implemented. One of the challenges is a lack
of registered learning disability nurses on the Trust bank. The service is actively recruiting to
the bank and looking at the Transforming Care Together partnership to share trust bank staff
across the learning disability work force and wider TCT Partnership. Block booking of regular
bank staff with consideration of offering short term contracts is also being considered as an
option.
The LD Division has managed to maintain safe staffing levels whilst reducing the reliance on
bank and agency. Weekly monitoring of bank and agency spend is in place to ensure
agency use is appropriate and to minimise agency spend. Following the development and
implementation of a bank and agency action plan, weekly inpatient conference calls and
bespoke rostering workshops, safe staffing summits we have seen an improved position with
our bank and agency spend over the last 4 months which now sits at 3.32%, this is rag
rated as green as it sits under the KPI of <4.5%
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10.0

Recommendations

 Review of inpatient services In line with the national agenda (TCP): to review current
nursing establishment and occupancy with a view of consolidating inline with future
service need. Deployment of an enhanced MDT resource for in patient areas as part
of the transitional arrangements to support nursing establishment and competence.
Develop an integrated pathway process between Assessment and Treatment,
Forensic and Community Services. Establish an enhanced community provision to
support the pathways with the introduction of an Intensive Support Team and
Forensic Team for the Division.

 Safe staffing: to continue to review safe staffing levels for each unit on a daily basis.
This will be reported monthly through Divisional and wider Trust governance
processes. Examine models of engagement to support reduction in incidents and
staff support/ debrief. Develop a local quality and safety dashboard for Inpatient
areas. Promote the continued implementation of Safe Staffing tools and the Safe
Wards programme across LD Inpatient areas

 Workforce retention: Continue to engage at local level with clinical teams to be
creative in recruitment processes focussing on target nursing audiences with an
introduction of new roles including assistant practitioners. Effectively manage all
workforce changes eg, retirement, succession planning. Actively explore the potential
to recruit posts over the funded establishment as and when the opportunity within
teams arises. Actively engage in the activities / sub groups aligned to Workforce
Development and Nursing Board to support recruitment to vacant substantive posts
and retention of existing staff

 Leading change and adding value: Implementation of Leading Change and adding
Value Strategy principles. Implement Care in Focus principles. Ensure continued
compliance with the Implementation of nationally agreed CQUINs for 2017/18. Future
safe staffing and quality summits to share lessons learnt and good practice initiative.
Minimise the risk of overspend by the continued management of sickness levels
towards the Trust target of 4.5% and the continued reduction in bank and agency
spend through continued implementation of the Bank and Agency action plan.
Continue to closely monitor the performance against this target within both the Group
Management Board and Performance Days (engaging Service and General
Managers) on a monthly basis
11.0 Sources of information for the establishment review











CTR Outcomes
External visit feedback
Staff direct feedback
CQC report on safety
Reviewed current practice to support additional clinical need
Met with the Unit managers and Matrons
Scope of other services
Audit of services
Financial and workforce plan
TCP Project plan
Following implementation of the above recommendations a further Nursing
Establishment Review will be undertaken in July 2018
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Executive Summary
Safety, Quality and Patient Experience domain

•

•
•

•
•
•

Patient Experience - The Trust has implemented Always Events methodology (NHSE) a commitment to co-production and co-design with service users. One
of our approaches is the insertion of the question 'Please evidence how you have engaged with service users and carers to find out what matters most to
them, and how you have/will use this in the planning, design, delivery and improvement of your service'. The Patient Experience Asset Mapping tool is now
live.
Safe Staffing - Following the Safe Staffing Summit we are closely monitoring our in-patient LD units with a view to patient capacity and environmental
challenges.
Safe Wards - As part of our patient safety programme we have implemented safe wards across all our inpatient units. It is a model to help to reduce rates of
violence, self-harm, absconding and other incidents threatening patients and staff safety, by identifying the factors that influence the rates of conflict and
containment in wards and then generating ideas for changes that will make psychiatric wards safe to patient and staff. McArthur is using CCTV as part of their
debrief following an incident for sharing and planning.
Falls - We are refreshing the Falls Steering Group to include a Deep Dive into Falls for Older Adults.
Pressure Ulcers - There was one Grade 2 and above acquired pressure sore reported at the Trust during January.
Emergency readmissions within 30 days of discharge - increased from 8.91% in December to 15.79% in January.

•
•
•
•

•
•
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Workforce and Efficiency domain
Sickness absence continues to present a significant challenge across the Trust, in particular within the Learning Disabilities Division. The sickness rate of 6.2%
for January 2018 has increased by 0.6% and is rated red against the target. The sickness rate is worse than this time last year (5.69%).
The vacancy rate of 13.3% has increased by 0.67% and remains red rated against the target, however performance is improved against January 2017 rates
(14.11%).
Agency spend as a percentage of substantive pay has increased by 0.13% to 4.99% in January 2018 and is now rated red against the target. This is not
unexpected with the challenges aligned to winter pressures, increased sickness absence and increased vacancies as reported, however it is improved
performance against January 2017 rates (6.9%).
Turnover (14.9%) and annual mandatory training (92.7%) both continue to be rag rated as green. Performance against the yearly specialist mandatory
training KPI has been maintained (82.6%) and remains amber rated against the target. Significant work continues to be undertaken across the Trust to ensure
mandatory training compliance is maintained.
Further improvement has been made against the ‘average time to recruit’ KPI and is reported at 53 days.
Performance against appraisals has unfortunately further reduced to 91.3% and continues to be amber rated against the target. Performance will reset to
0% at the beginning of February as the appraisal season commences through to the end of May.

2
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Executive Summary
Financial Performance – January outturn position
The Trust is reporting a £2,482k deficit against a planned deficit of £2,832k.
Variances to plan relate to :
•Income – £82.3 million YTD actual, a £0.4 million adverse position.
•Operating Expenditure – £81.1 million YTD actual, a £1.4 million favourable position.
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•Non Operating Expenditure - £3.5 million YTD actual, £0.6 million adverse position related to depreciation

Key risks emerging and remaining in 2017/18 include the following:
Bed occupancy levels and associated income within Learning Disabilities and Mental Health.
Working capital - the Trust has net current liabilities of £8.7million.
The Trust is at risk of breaching the Agency cap target of £3.5m. In 2016/17 the Trust spent £4.8m. As at month 10 the Trust has spent £3.4m
which equates to 96% of the cap.
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Executive Summary
Summary of performance
Commentary
Overall, the Trust has achieved the following performance for January 2018:
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Executive Summary
Summary of issues to report – TRUSTWIDE & LOCAL UNDERPERFORMANCE
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Quality Performance

Safety Domain
Quality Service Domain
Patient Experience Domain
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Domain Summary – Patient Safety
Commentary
In this summary, we have outlined the overall performance for the Trust for all of the Safety indicators. Where the Trust has achieved the required
target for the year to date, there are no areas of concern. However, where the Trust did not achieve the required performance to date (or a
specific Division is significantly under-performing), we have provided supporting analysis on the subsequent pages.
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Domain Trends – Safety
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There was one red indicator relating to one grade 2 acquired pressure sore and one amber
rating relating to safe staffing in the safety domain during January.
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Safety-Safe Staffing
Data summaries on pages 12-13 provide a detailed comparison of actual versus planned staffing including bank and agency use.
They include bed occupancy levels for each of the wards/units to aid analysis of staffing levels/ establishments based on numbers of
beds occupied. A data set of five patient safety related incidents has also been included to support analysis of impacts upon clinical
care that may be correlated with staffing levels; medication errors, falls, absconds, patient to patient assaults and patient assaults to
staff. Key findings are:
All of the nine adult/older adult mental health wards were (red) below the 90% threshold for registered staff in January.
• Feedback from these wards previously indicated the main reasons for this were ongoing vacancies plus both short-term and longterm sickness.
• All wards/units had an overall fill rate above 100% when registered and unregistered staff are viewed together.

• Bank and agency use stabilised in January after increasing for the month of December
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• The main reasons requested for registered bank/agency staff continue to be to cover vacancies, sickness and observations
• The main reason requested for unregistered bank/agency staff continues to be for observations
• Staffing levels on all the wards/units where the majority of incidents occurred during January showed combined fill rates of over
100% for registered and unregistered staff.
• A range of patient safety measures previously detailed are in place including safewards, positive behaviour support and personcentred physical intervention plans.
• Total harm free days for patients on all wards/units for the January was 99.6%
• A safe staffing summit was held in January where a new assurance process has been established to ensure ward managers and
heads of nursing sign off the data. Roster management workshops have been delivered to ward staff , and a retention plan has
been developed as part of a NHSI program.
•

In January 2018 the NQB published two new resources on safe sustainable staffing within Mental Health and Learning
Disabilities which will be utilised to build on the work already being carried out through the safe staffing summits.
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Safety –Safe Staffing
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Safety
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13

Quality – Area of Underperformance
Number of acquired Grade 2 and above pressure sores
Issue

There was one grade 2 acquired pressure sore reported in the mental health division
during January.
Pressure ulcer was hospital acquired- Chance ward, Edward Street Hospital. Patient
admitted on 29/11/17 Body map completed on admission with no broken areas noted
and skin intact. Waterlow Risk Assessment Scored 16 indicating At Risk.

Actions
being
taken

Action

Date

• All current patients on chance ward to have an immediate review of 20/2/2018
Waterlow risk scores and ensure care & management plans reflect
level of risk.
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Related
Issues
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Domain Summary – Quality Service
Commentary
In this summary, we have outlined the overall performance for the Trust for all of the Quality indicators. Where the Trust has
achieved the required target for the year to date, there are no areas of concern. However, where the Trust did not achieve the
required performance to date (or a specific Division is significantly under-performing), we have provided supporting analysis on the
subsequent pages.
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Domain Trends – Quality Service
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The Quality domain shows a slightly improved position during January with 4 red indicators. Emergency
readmissions within 30 days of discharge were slightly above target in month. The DNA rate for community services
continues to breach..
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Quality – Area of Underperformance
% of readmissions within 30 days of discharge
Issue

Emergency readmissions within 30 days of discharge increased from 8.91% in December
to 15.79% in January.
Various reasons for readmissions that have previously been excluded including
Personality Disorders Wolverhampton. Main factors for readmissions are Homelessness,
PD, Antisocial Personality Disorder, Depression Adjustment Disorder, OCD and
substance misuse.
Some patients once assessed on the ward are not deemed to have a mental health issue
- this also impacts on readmissions. This month we have had two patients who have
required readmission multiple times but they do not have a mental health condition.
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Actions
being
taken

There is a cohort of patients that needs brief admission but may need frequent
admissions if their substance misuse and homelessness have not been addressed.
Action

Date

• All readmissions circulated to all medics to identify to review and
identify reasons for readmission. All Clinical Directors will be 20/2/2018
reviewing these readmissions on a regular basis

Related
Issues
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Quality – Area of Underperformance
Contractual – Remedial Action Plans Process / financial penalty
Issue

The Trust had two active Remedial Action Plans (RAPs) with commissioners.
Sandwell: All patients should have a crisis management plan on discharge from
inpatient care. The Trust has consistently failed to meet 100% target and ailed to meet
target trajectory in the RAP at the end of November. Following a review meeting, a
joint investigation will be undertaken within 2 months.
Dudley: Learning Disability physiotherapy 6 week waiting time target has not been met
due to increased demand and lack of capacity in the service to see complex postural
care patients. A RAP has been agreed with the commissioners and this will be closely
monitored.
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Actions
being
taken

There are no imminent financial implications from the RAPs. However there is a risk if
the agreed plans are not achieved.
The Trust failed to provide commissioners with one RCA report within 60 working days
during January. As a result , commissioners may apply a financial penalty.
Action

Date

• Sandwell: Joint investigation plans and timescales to be agreed

February
2018
May 2018

• Dudley : RAP to be delivered as per agreed recovery plan

• Joint Sandwell & Wolverhampton: RCA assurance report to implement March 2018
process improvement
Related
Issues
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Quality – Area of Underperformance
Percentage compliance with CQUINS (forecast)
Issue
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Actions
being
taken

The year end forecast at the end of January is that the Trust will achieve 80.0% of
income in 2017/18 (Total income loss of £245k). This is a worsening forecast
compared to previous months. The forecasted exceptions to 2017/18 CQUIN
achievement are:
• Improving physical healthcare – cardiometabolic assessment and treatment for
patients with psychosis: a successful audit of records is required in Q4 to achieve this
CQUIN. The current compliance rate indicate that the overall target may not be
achieved.
• Improvement of Staff Health & Wellbeing: part of the success criteria for this CQUIN
is dependent on improved responses to 2 out of 3 specific questions in the National
Staff Survey on health and well being , MSK and stress. Achievement is unpredictable
given that the majority of staff will have gone through/be going through uncertainty
and change as a result of TCT when they complete the staff survey, which may
unduly influence their mood and responses.
• Improving the uptake of flu vaccinations for frontline staff: 56% of staff had been
vaccinated by the end of January. If the Trust achieves 60% by the end of February,
the Trust will receive 50% payment.
• Preventing ill health by risky behaviours: achievement is determined by increasing
performance across the indicators. The reason for the exception is that the increase
in performance only attracted partial payment.
Action

Date

• Low compliance with cardiometabolic assessment audits in medical
teams are forwarded to clinical directors for further focus & support Ongoing
– this continues to be sent, improved compliance anticipated
Feb 2018
• An standard operating procedure is being developed outlining roles &
responsibility's for clinicians on the wards guiding them on the process April 2018
of what is nationally expected to be offered to patients for each
cardiometabolic assessment
• Ongoing work being undertaken via the Health & Wellbeing Group to
put proactive measures in place to ensure this continues to be Ongoing
focused on

Related
Issues

The majority of CQUINS are forecast to deliver in full for 2017/18.
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Quality – Area of Underperformance
DNAs – Community Teams
Issue

DNAs in community teams were at 8.4% in December against a threshold of 8.1%
which is based on the 2016/17 average. Divisional thresholds were also set on this
basis.

Actions
being
taken

Action

Date

All specialties:
• Text message reminder service commences

April 2018

Mental Health:
• Monthly DNA Task & Finish group
• Develop service user questionnaire

Ongoing
February 2018
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Learning disabilities:
• Adherence to DNA policy/discharge process following 2 DNAs On-going
where clinically safe to do so.
• DNA audit being undertaken covering Dec/Jan and Feb. Action plan March 2018
will be developed to address issues identified
CYPF Division (issue in CAMHS)
• Ensure DNA policy is implemented within CAMHS
Ongoing
• Teams with high DNA rates to undertake a 6 week audit to April 2018
ascertain reasons for DNA and take action as appropriate

Related
Issues
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Domain Summary – Patient Experience
Commentary
In this summary, we have outlined the overall performance for the Trust for all of the Patient Experience indicators. Where the Trust
has achieved the required target for the year to date, there are no areas of concern. However, where the Trust did not achieve the
required performance to date (or a specific Division is significantly under-performing), we have provided supporting analysis on the
subsequent pages.
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Domain Trends – Patient Experience
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There was one red indicator within the Patient Experience domain in January. A full response to one
complaint wasn't completed within 6 the months target.
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Quality – Area of Underperformance
Complaints: response shared with complainant outside of 6 months
Issue

The Trust failed to share a full response to one complaint in the mental health division
within the 6 month timescale.
Complaint 4098 breached 6 month deadline by 2 days.

Actions
being
taken

Action

Date

• Every effort is made to make contact with the complainant to keep Ongoing
them informed on progress with their complaint
• Revised Executive Management arrangements fore review/signoff

February 2018
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• Matrons/Service leads to receive weekly updated tracker of all February 2018
complaints via the Patient Experience team
• Escalation process implemented at Risk Management Committee to February 2018
be recirculated to divisions to assist in the management of
complaints within the 6 week internal deadline
• Complaints added to the agenda of the monthly Management Board

February 2018

• Complaints to be agenda item for monthly management meeting

February 2018

• Escalation process implemented in Q3 2017/18 at RMC to be February 2018
recirculated to divisions to assist in the management of complaints
within the internal 6 week deadline.
Related
Issues

Failure to acknowledge complaints within 3 working days
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Patient Experience
Patient Story - provided by the Forensic Community Team
Patient A was detained in hospital on a section 37. Patient A had been convicted of a number of violent offences involving weapons, while
under the influence of alcohol and drugs. Patient A is diagnosed with a mild learning disabilities and autism. Patient A was admitted to
hospital for treatment and rehabilitation, and received this within low secure services for three years.
Patient A was discharged on a Community Treatment Order. The forensic nurse attended the final few meetings in the hospital, and spent
time with the client and their team getting to know their formulation, their own sense of their difficulties, their goals for the future, their
relapse indicators. The nurse attended the training given to the new provider to ensure continuity, and build knowledge.Patient A attended
substance misuse services; Patient A’s progress was such that Patient A was discharged from their service. Patient A gives regular random
samples for drug testing, and is breathalysed on return to the property. There has not been any contravening of the tenancy agreement in
using substances. Patient A’s nurse referred Patient A to the IMPACT scheme. This scheme is run by the local council support Patient A to
identify their training needs. Patient A attended training and got a forklift license. Patient A then went on to be supported to access catering
at college. Patient A has made very rapid progress and shown great aptitude for this sector. Colleagues have offered to teach Patient A the
necessary basic skills for Patient A to be able to get a paid job in catering.
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Patient A met with the nurse every week. In the sessions Patient A discussed the week, the things that went well, and those things that
challenge. Patient A’s nurse used the formulation and the strategies Patient A learnt in hospital to support Patient A to plan and implement
strategies to address the needs. Patient A bought a bike, and developed from support staff coming to the meetings, to attending on time
independently travelling by bike. Patient A is always on time for the sessions and works in partnership with the nurse. The nurse, social
worker, provider and consultant meet to review and support Patient A bi-monthly. Liaison took place with the children’s team, and enabled
Patient A to have regular contact with Patient A’s child. Patient A plays a large part in the child’s life now. Patient A sees the child most days
and takes the child to nursery, and decorated the child’s bedroom. Patient A has enrolled the child in the library and wants to teach the
child to read. Patient A is working with the social worker to identify a property where the child can visit and stay, as the current residence
presents too great a risk to the child from other residents. Patient A is proud that he has opened a bank account for the child and budgets
effectively, saving a little money each week for the child. Patient A now cooks all food from scratch including pizzas, naan bread and curry.
While the money is managed through appointee at present, Patient A identified managing money independently as a goal for the near
future. Patient A is keen to take the family on holiday, and this has been identified by Patient A as one of the goals for this year. Patient A’s
self-esteem has improved. Patient A is proud and walks tall when entering a room. Patient A revels in the responsibility the college provides
allowing Patient A to use the till.
Patient A now has an identity and a plan for life. Patient A is focused to achieve the outcomes Patient A has identified.
The input from the team has offered Patient A the continuity of support which was begun in hospital, and allowed those interventions which
Patient A is familiar to be delivered while in the community. The relational security provided by the nurse supports Patient A to consolidate
learning, identify risks, and facilitate problem solving to live an offence free lifestyle.
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Use of Resources Performance
Page 92

Workforce and Efficiency Domain
Finance
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Domain Summary – Workforce and Efficiency
Commentary
In this summary, we have outlined the overall performance for the Trust for all of the Workforce and Efficiency indicators. Where the
Trust has achieved the required target for the year to date, there are no areas of concern. However, where the Trust did not achieve
the required performance to date (or a specific Division is significantly under-performing), we have provided supporting analysis on
the subsequent pages.
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Domain Trends – Workforce and Efficiency
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Sickness, vacancy and turnover rates and agency spend all showed a worsening position during January..
Compliance with mandatory training and specialist 3 yearly mandatory training continued to improve.
Average time to recruit maintained performance within target.
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Workforce & Efficiency – Area of Underperformance
Sickness and Absence
Issue

Monitoring and reporting of sickness rates have now changed from
reporting a month in arrears to actual in-month reporting as data is
more readily available in ESR.
The sickness rate for January was 1.7% above the 4.5% target, an
increase of 0.6% from December

Actions
being
taken

Action

Date
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Results of short term sickness absence audit have been presented to February
Divisional Management Boards and communication briefings to be sent 2018
to all managers across the Divisions outlining the results and required
actions.
Sickness Management training as part of the HR Management Toolkit April 2018
training to be refreshed and new courses delivered to managers
Targeted short term sickness absence action plan to be implemented for February
“hot spot” areas following the outcome of the short term sickness audit
2018
All long-term sickness cases that reach 14 weeks have a formal review to Ongoing
ensure that the appropriate plans are in place to enable a return to work
and/or consider other options available
Ongoing work being undertaken via the Health & Wellbeing Group to put Ongoing
proactive measures in place to reduce sickness absence such as health
checks, staff training and manager training

Related
Issues

High levels of sickness impact on bank and agency utilisation and
ultimately the health and well being of staff and quality of services
provided.
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Workforce & Efficiency – Area of Underperformance
Vacancy rate
Issue

The vacancy rate in January was 13.3%, which is an increase of 0.7% from the previous
month.
The Trust has an aging workforce which will contribute to a loss of skills and knowledge.

A number of vacancies within corporate services are not being appointed to
permanently prior to the Transforming Care Together partnership.
Actions
being
taken

Action
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Implementation of revised shift patterns across all
inpatient services

mental health March 2018

Monthly review and reconciliation of establishment and vacancies Ongoing
between finance and workforce teams
Recruiting managers chased for outstanding documents and on hold Ongoing
vacancies in line with escalation SOP

Targeted approach to completion of exit questionnaires to identify Ongoing
trends
Work with NHS Improvement to develop Retention Improvement Plan February 2018
to support reduction in vacancies. Retention strategy drafted.
Review skill mix / roles as and when vacancies are known in advance of Ongoing
staff handing their notice in in order to consider change
All corporate vacancies reviewed at weekly VAF Panel
Related
Issues

Ongoing

A high vacancy rate contributes to increased use of temporary staff and may impact on
the health and wellbeing of staff in post.
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Workforce & Efficiency – Area of Underperformance
Agency Spend % of Substantive Pay
Issue

The YTD Agency spend current performance is 4.99% against the 4.5%
target, a increase of 0.13% compared to December. The Trust target is
based on the agency expenditure ceiling of £3,534k applied from 1st
April 2017 to drive a reduction in agency expenditure across all NHS
Trusts and Foundation Trusts.

Actions
being
taken

Action

Date

Monthly review of agency spend through the Agency Cap Group ensuring On-going
best practice and systems in place.
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Medical staffing team continue to work with clinical directors on all On-going
recruitment campaigns.
Medical Workforce Review Group to be set up to consider strategies to Ongoing
reduce future reliance on locums.
Agency cap adherence continues to be monitored weekly, with a
particular focus on medical agency where proactive work has been Ongoing
undertaken to renegotiate agency rates in line with the agency cap.
Weekly nurse agency bookings analysis
Work with Division to ensure compliance with roster management
timetables.

Related
Issues

The use of agency is driven by vacancy, sickness and patient acuity
factors.
Reducing recruitment delays through streamlined processes supports
the reduction in agency usage.
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Workforce & Efficiency – Local Area of Underperformance
% of staff who have completed yearly specialist mandatory training
Issue

Performance for January was 82.61% against a target of 85%.
Performance issues are being addressed to improve compliance with yearly specialist
mandatory training subjects, specifically, Moving and Handling Level 2; Immediate Life
Support and Paediatric Life Support.

Actions
being
taken

Action

Date
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• Rapid improvement group initiated who meet fortnightly to address Ongoing
and combat ongoing issues with the target to promote and improve
compliance.
• Learning and Development team send regular reminders to staff Ongoing
regarding booked training and training instructions

• Managers to ensure that non compliant staff are booked on to Ongoing
training via OLM system
• Managers to communicate spaces still available on courses in order to Ongoing
increase uptake
• Managers to ensure that all staff profiles are accurate and escalate Ongoing
any inaccuracies to Learning and Development for resolution
Related
Issues

Continuous monitoring of KPI to ensure staff are appropriate trained and contractual
requirements are met.
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Workforce & Efficiency – Area of Underperformance
% bed occupancy rate (including leave)
Issue

Bed occupancy including leave was 82.17% in January against a target of 85%.
In Learning Disabilities Division, National Transforming Care agenda has resulted in
fewer admissions, more robust hospital avoidance and under-occupancy in Assessment
and Treatment inpatient pathway. Also, length of stay has reduced due to improved
clinical model and care and treatment reviews.

Actions
being
taken

Page 99
Related
Issues

Action

Date

• The Learning Disability Division is working closely with the 4 CCGs in Ongoing
line with TCP to provide more community and intensive support
• Awaiting final confirmation of observation cost and engagement plan March 2018
from TCP to allow for eventual formal closure of Ridge Hill and
Orchard Hills
• Full model commitment to be signed off in march TCP board

March 2018

TCP negotiations around commissioning intentions for A & T continue
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Domain Summary – Finance
Commentary
In this summary, we have outlined the overall performance for the Trust for all of the Finance indicators. Where the Trust has
achieved the required target for the year to date, there are no areas of concern. However, where the Trust did not achieve the
required performance to date (or a specific Division is significantly under-performing), we have provided supporting analysis on the
subsequent pages.
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Domain Trends – Finance
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The Trust is reporting a £2,482k deficit against a planned deficit of £2,831k.
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Finance
5.1 Net Income and Expenditure
YTD
Position

At month 10 the Trust is reporting a £2,482k deficit against a planned deficit
of £2,832k.

Summary
of
Variances

The main factors and risks influencing the Trust’s position are:
Summary – M10 £350k favourable; M9 £283k favourable
The income and expenditure position for the Trust is a deficit of £2,482k
compared to a planned deficit of £2,832k year to date.
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Contribution
Mental Health – M10 £995k adverse; M9 £858k adverse;
• MH is reporting a YTD contribution of £10,632k, and is being adversely
impacted by loss of revenue streams and cost pressures in pay and non
pay costs.
Learning Disabilities – M10 £751k adverse; M9 £575k adverse;
• LD is reporting a YTD contribution of £4,518k, and is being adversely
impacted by loss of revenue streams and pay costs.
Children, Young People and Families – M10 £1,227k favourable; M9 £1,042k
favourable;
• CYP&F is reporting a YTD contribution of £4,886k, and is favourably
impacted by additional income along with underspends within pay and
non pay.
Support Services – M10 £815k favourable; M9 £838k favourable;
• Underspend driven by vacancies and delays in recruitment, and
operational non-pay underspends within Corporate and Facilities.
Reserves – M10 £695k favourable; M9 £465k favourable
Depreciation and finance Costs – M10 £571k adverse; M9 £558k adverse;
• Depreciation - Adverse variance is a result of two factors
i) 2016/17 valuation saving assumption included within the annual plan being
greater than the actual depreciation saving realised, resulting in a small
increase in the opening valued fixed assets in 2017/18.
ii) Identification of a number of assets on the fixed asset register which
haven't been depreciated. In order to bring the assets net book value in line
with their useful economic lives, an accounting adjustment was made in M8
(November).
Forecast deficit of £3,031k is favourable to plan by £147k.

Related
Issues

2018/19 financial plan is currently being developed.
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Finance Paper 5.2. Month 10 CIP achievement - YTD actual compared to YTD plan
Issue

•
•
•
•

•
•

Overall FOT meets the Full Year Target
Only 50% is forecast to be delivered recurrently
Against the overall Annual Plan (£4.2m): - Recurring FOT shortfall is £2.1m
- YTD recurrent shortfall is c. £1.8m
The three divisions with the largest YTD recurrent
shortfalls are: Mental Health, CYP & F and Estates &
Facilities
YTD the Contingency Scheme: NR VM has delivered
£1.48m, based on M10 actuals it is forecast that
£1.74m will be delivered for the full year
Indicative CIP target for 2018/19 = £4.2m (c. 4.1%)

Recurrent / Non
Recurrent
Recurrent
Non-Recurrent
Total

•
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•
•

•
•

Key
Performance
Issue

•
•
•
•

In preparation for the TCT transaction combined
Gateways have taken place with Birmingham
Community Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust and
Dudley and Walsall Mental Health NHS Partnership
for 2018/19 schemes
The combined Gateway panel has approved 13
BCPFT schemes to be presented at Gateway 2
3 disapproved schemes, consensus on the panel was
that they have an adverse impact on quality - revisit
schemes as a standalone organisation if TCT doesn’t
materialise - quantum is c. £500k
Value of combined TCT schemes with DWMH is
£260k
Mental Health idea generation forum session will
take place in February, to address the CIP gap

50% recurring savings
The reliance on the delivery of the Contingency
Scheme: NR VM is exorbitant
To date only c. £1.1m CIP identified for 2018/19
Newton Europe work that identified £1m savings has
not been signed off at Gateway; savings are unlikely
to be realised until 2019/20

1,512
1,839
3,351

Achieved Savings
% Rec
% N Rec
Total

YTD
Actual
(£000)
1,603
1,845
3,448

Achiev as
YTD
a % of Variance
plan
(£000)
106%
91
100%
6
103%
97

Annual
Plan
(£000)
1,996
2,206
4,202

Forecast
(£000)
2,081
2,117
4,198

Achiev as Forecast
a % of Variance
plan
(£000)
104%
86
96%
(89)
100%
(3)

YTD Forecast

Plan

46%

50%

47.5%

54%

50%

52.5%

100%

100%

100.0%

YTD Plan
(£000)

YTD
Actual
(£000)

Corporate
CYP&F
Estates & Facilities
Mental Health
Operational Support
Clinical Support Services
Learning Disabilities

399
562
381
1,470
52
77
410

484
605
229
1,417
106
1
606

121%
108%
60%
96%
204%
1%
148%

85
43
(152)
(54)
54
(76)
196

479
675
484
1,764
65
92
643

579
732
324
1,764
119
1
679

121%
108%
67%
100%
183%
1%
106%

100
57
(160)
0
54
(91)
36

Total

3,351

3,448

103%

97

4,202

4,198

100%

(3)

Group Performance

Actions being
taken

YTD Plan
(£000)

YTD Plan
(£000)
Contingency Scheme : NR VM
Corporate
CYP&F
Estates & Facilities
Mental Health
Operational Support
Clinical Support Services
Learning Disabilities

Total
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YTD
Actual
(£000)

Achiev as
YTD
Annual
a % of Variance Plan
plan
(£000) (£000)

Achiev as
YTD
Annual
a % of Variance Plan
plan
(£000) (£000)

Achieve Forecast
Forecast as a % of Variance
(£000)
plan
(£000)

Forecast
(£000)

Achiev as Forecast
a % of Variance
plan
(£000)

0
253
261
828
0
76
215

6
305
103
829
67
0
170

0%
120%
39%
100%
0%
0%
79%

6
52
(158)
0
67
(76)
(45)

0
304
313
992
0
91
258

6
363
134
992
72
0
175

0%
119%
43%
100%
0%
0%
68%

6
59
(179)
(0)
72
(91)
(83)

1,633

1,479

91%

(154)

1,958

1,742

89%

(216)
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Finance
5.3 Finance Score
Plan
2017/18

YTD Actual
2017/18

Forecast
2017/18

20%

4
4
4
1
1

4
4
4
1
2

4
4
4
1
2

100%

3

3

3

Overriding rules applied

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Over riding Risk Score

-

3

3

3

Is the Trust in Speacial Measures

-

No

No

No

Revised over riding risk score

-

3

3

3

Summary of Scores

There has been no changes to the underlying
framework itself but improvements made to the
structure, format and presentation of the
document.

Capital Service Capacity
Liquidity (days)
I&E Margin
I&E Margin distance from plan
Agency Spend - Distance from Cap
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In November 2017 NHSI has published an
updated Single Oversight Framework.

The overall score continues to be based on 5 key
themes of which one is focused upon finances.
The Finance and Use of Resources metric has
been relabelled to Finance Score to reduce
confusion with the use of resources assessment
rating.

Average Rating

Weighting
20%
20%
20%
20%

The Trust is currently achieving a score of 3 for
its Finance Score.
The calculation of the score is shown in the table
on the right.
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Finance
5.4 Balance Sheet
At month 10 the Trust is reporting a cash position of £3,616k.
Non Current assets:
Non current assets have decreased in month by £97k to £53,982k, this
being the net impact of capital additions and depreciation.
Current assets:
Overall current assets - excluding cash and cash equivalents, have increased
by £72k in month 10.
Cash and Other Financial Assets:
Cash has increased by £72k in month.
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Current Liabilities:
Overall, current liabilities have increased in month by £219k.
Non Current Liabilities:
The Trust has non current liabilities of £6,002k. This relates to the Hallam
Street PFI scheme and pension fund liability.

£000's
Current Month Receivables

Movement
Prior Month Receivables

Previoius Quarter End Receivables (Quarter 2)

1-30 days

31-60
days

908

308

151

44%

15%

7%

Current

61-90
days

>90 days

>365
days

78

516

125

2,086

4%

25%

6%

100%

Total

↓

↑

↓

↑

↓

↓

1,001

(53)

140

55

626

134

1,902

53%

-3%

7%

3%

33%

7%

100%

1,001

(53)

140

55

626

134

1,902

53%

-3%

7%

3%

33%

7%

100%
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Finance
5.5 Capital Plan
YTD
Position

Year to date there has been a net £865k
spend against a plan of £1,597k resulting in a
favourable variance to plan of £732k.

Summary
of
Variances

From discussions with the capital scheme
leads it is anticipated that the forecasted
gross capital spend will be in line with plan.
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Capital bids for 2018/19 have been developed
and submitted for consideration. A review of
the bids has been completed in conjunction
with the Finance Director and Director of
Operations and the £2m financial envelope
has been allocated to the schemes using a risk
based approach.
The 2018/19 programme detail will be
included and reported within the annual plan.

Annual Plan
£000's

YTD Plan
£000's

Better Services/Better care - Backlog Maintenance

500

417

Better Services/Better care - Clinical Risk

500

IM&T - Ops & Development

981

Area
1
2
3

485

(68)

715

(215)

300

59

241

385

115

880

724

156

881

100

1,981

1,597

1,267

329

1,981

0

Better Services Better Care - Backlog Maintance (PY)

0

0

(181)

181

(181)

181

Better Services Better Care - Clinical Risk (PY)

0

0

(7)

7

(7)

7

Implementation Strategy - IM&T (PY)

0

0

(298)

298

(298)

298

Step Down Langley House - LD (PY)

0

0

84

(84)

84

(84)

1,981

1,597

865

732

1,579

402

Gross Capital Spend 2017/18

4
5
6
7

YTD Spend YTD Variance
Forecast
Forecast
£000's
£000's
Spend £000's Variance £000's

Net Capital Spend 2017/18
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Finance
5.6 TCT Final Business Case reconciliation to M10 Forecast Out-turn

Pay
Pay (£000) Agency Non pay
(£000) (£000)

Income (£000)

Reported Full Year Plan Position
Variance
Reported Forecast Out-turn Position

99,283

(79,398)

(2,326)

Non Op
(£000)
(17,069)
(3,568)

Sustainability
(£000)

(100)

total
surplus/
(deficit)
(£000)

(3,178)

(300)

861

(1,815)

2,071

(671)

2

148

98,983

(78,537)

(4,141)

(14,999)

(4,239)

(98)

(3,030)

(153)

(1,229)

153

175

0

0

(1,054)

Normalising Adjustments
Mental Health
Learning Disabilities
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(2,482)

778

31

(39)

0

0

(1,711)

(233)

(790)

170

(99)

0

0

(952)

0

17

0

(100)

0

0

(83)

0

(146)

0

16

0

0

(131)

0

(95)

0

(1)

0

0

(97)

0

0

0

35

0

0

35

(133)

5

0

(992)

0

0

(1,120)

0

0

0

0

326

0

326

Normalised Forecast Position

95,982

(79,997)

(3,787)

(16,004)

(3,913)

(98)

(7,816)

18/19 FBC FOT
Add back: Mental Health 18/19 ajdustment in FBC
18/19 FBC Comparable FOT
Variance to FBC Sensitised Position (adv) / Fav

97,794
481
98,275
(2,293)

(84,935)
0
(84,935)
4,938

0
0
0
(3,787)

(17,093)
0
(17,093)
1,089

(3,565)
0
(3,565)
(348)

0
0
0
(98)

(7,799)
481
(7,318)
(498)

Income Variance (adv) / fav
Pay Variance
(adv) / fav
Non-Pay Variance (adv ) / fav
Other Variance (adv) / fav

(2,293)

Children's, Young People & Families
Corporate
Estates & Facilitieis
Operational Support
Clinical Support
Reserves
Non Operating

Variance : Underlying Forecast Position to 18/19 FOT

(2,293)
1,054
1,089
(348)
(498)

1,054
1,089
(348)

(adv) /(2,293)
Fav

Quality and Mental
Performance
Report – Black Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust – Report period(870)
January 2018
Health

4,938

(3,787)

1,089

(348)

(98)

(498)

3,354

(2,847)

(55)

0

0

(419)
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Encl. 8.1

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

28th March 2018

Subject:

Schedule of Matters reserved for the Board

Presented by:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Author:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Purpose:

Approve

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.
We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.
None

Relationship to High Level Risks:
None

Recommendation(s):
To review and approve the Schedule of Matters reserved for the Board.
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X
X

X

X
X

Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has not been completed.
There are no specific equality and inclusion issues to consider in this report.

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
X

NHSI (Monitor):

NHSFT Code of Governance; Licence conditions

Care Quality
Commission:
Other:
None:

Previous consideration
Board
Audit
Quality & Safety
Other

X

Finance & Investment
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
None
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Executive Summary

In accordance with the requirements of the Code of Governance for NHS
Foundation Trusts and the Licence to operate as an NHS Foundation Trust, as
issued by Monitor, the Board is required to agree a schedule of matters which it
reserves for itself.
The current schedule attached was reviewed and approved in March 2017; no
amendments are proposed.
The Board is recommended to review the scope of the schedule, prior to approval.
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Schedule of Matters reserved for the Board of Directors
1.

Purpose
The NHS Foundation Trust Code of Governance which has been adopted by the
Trust requires the Board of Directors (“the Board”) to determine those matters on
which decisions are reserved unto itself. These reserved matters are set out in
paragraphs 2 to 9 below:

2.

General Enabling Provision
The statutory powers of the Trust shall be exercised by the Board of Directors.
The Board may determine any matter it wishes in full session within its statutory
powers.

3.

Corporate Governance
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

vii)

viii)
ix)

Approval of this Schedule of Matters
Approval of amendments to the Constitution, and any annexes within it,
noting amendments also require approval by the Assembly of Governors
Approval of Standing Financial Instructions (SFI’s) for the regulation of its
proceedings and business.
Approval of a Scheme of Delegation of powers from the Board to
directors and officers.
Approval of a Code of Conduct for the Directors, Governors and other
very senior managers to adhere to.
Receiving, and as necessary approving the declared interests of directors
which may conflict with those of the Trust and determining the extent to
which that director may remain involved with the matter under
consideration.
Requiring and receiving the declared interests of other very senior
managers which may conflict with those of the Trust and determining the
extent to which they may remain involved with the matter under
consideration.
Authorising any matter that would not infringe the duty of directors to
avoid potential conflicts in interests
Approval of the overall governance structure of the Trust and any
modifications thereto.
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x)

xi)
xii)
xiii)

xiv)
xv)
xvi)
xvii)
xviii)

4

Appointments and Dismissals
i)

ii)
iii)
iv)

5

Establishing sub committees of the Board of Directors, including those
which the Trust is required to establish in accordance with its Constitution
or other regulation and approval of the terms of reference for such
committees
Determining the independence of Directors
Undertaking on a regular basis formal and rigorous reviews of the
performance of the Board itself, and its sub committees
To receive reports from Board sub committees and consider, and if
agreed by the Board, ensure that appropriate action is taken on any
recommendations made by the sub committees
Ratification of any urgent decisions taken by the Chair and/or Chief
Executive in accordance with standing orders.
Approval of arrangements relating to the discharge of the Trust’s
responsibilities as a corporate trustee for funds held on trust.
Approval of arrangements relating to the discharge of the Trust’s
responsibilities as a bailee for patients' property.
Approval of mandated submissions to any regulatory body including NHSI
(“Monitor”) and the Care Quality Commission.
Approval of any arrangements where the Trust will operate in partnership
or jointly with other bodies

On the recommendation of the NED Led Appointments & Remuneration
Committee, approval of arrangements for and of the appointment of the
Chief Executive Officer, providing that the appointment will be subject to
final approval of the Assembly of Governors;
The appointment, in consultation with the Assembly of Governors, of the
Senior Independent Director
The appointment and dismissal, in consultation with the Assembly of
Governors, of the Company Secretary
The appointment and removal of non-director members to the Charitable
Funds Committee

Strategy and Management
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

vi)
vii)
viii)

Responsibility for the overall management of and leadership to the Trust
Determination and approval of the strategic aims and objectives of the
Trust
Approval of the annual operation plan, after having due regard to the
views of the Assembly of Governors
Approval of the strategic plan, having due regards to the views of the
Assembly of Governors
Approval of the Annual Revenue budget, providing that a planned
increase of 5% or more of non NHS income must be approved by the
Governors of the Trust in accordance with the Constitution
Approval of the Annual Capital Expenditure budgets.
Any material, i.e. plus or minus 5%, changes to the Annual Revenue and
Capital budgets thereafter
Approval of all strategies of the Trust
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ix)
x)
6

Investments, Divestments and Contracts
i)

ii)

iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
7

Approval of any investment or divestment in buildings and/or land (fixed
or leased), providing that such investment or divestment is not deemed a
“significant transaction” as defined in the Constitution of the Trust, and
which would therefore require the approval of the Assembly of Governors.
In any case, the investment or divestment will be subject to the reporting
requirements of NHSI (“Monitor”), the health sector regulator in
accordance with those thresholds issued by Monitor prior to completing
the transaction.
Approval of any investment or divestment in any service or operation
which has a gross annual income or expenditure (that is before any set
off) of £250,000 and above, providing that such investment or divestment
is not deemed a “significant transaction” as defined in the Constitution of
the Trust, and which would therefore require the approval of the
Assembly of Governors. In any case, the investment or divestment will be
subject to the reporting requirements of NHSI (“Monitor”), the health
sector regulator in accordance with those thresholds issued by NHSI
(“Monitor”), prior to completing the transaction.
Approval of individual contracts, for services provided or received,
amounting to, or likely to amount to £250,000 and above per year
Approval of purchase of individual purchases of assets (fixed or leased,
other than buildings and land) amounting to £250,000 and above.
Approval of individual compensation payments over £10,000
To agree action on litigation against or on behalf of the Trust where the
costs of such are likely to exceed £50,000.
Approval of the Investment Policy
Approval of the establishment, amendments to and use of the Working
Capital Facility

Financial and Performance Reporting Arrangements
i)
ii)

iii)
iv)
8

Monitoring and review of performance of the Trust against its agreed
objectives, strategies, plans and budgets
Approval of the overall management structure of the Trust

Approval of the opening or closing of any bank or investment account
Approval of the Annual Accounts, Annual Report and Annual Quality
Report and their submission to Parliament, NHSI (“Monitor”), the
Department of Health, and the Assembly of Governors
Approval of the Annual Accounts and Report for any charitable funds held
on trust.
Ensuring the maintenance of the Performance Management and
Reporting arrangements

Internal Control and Audit
i)
ii)

Ensuring the maintenance of a sound system of risk management and
internal control,
To receive reports of the Audit Committee meetings and agree action on
any recommendations made within.
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iii)

iv)

v)
9

The receipt of the annual management letter received from the external
auditor and agreement of actions as recommended by the Audit
Committee.
Approval of insurance arrangements and overall levels of insurance in
respect of the operational activity and assets of the Trust and Directors
and Officers Liability
The approval of the Annual Governance Statement.

Other
i)

ii)

iii)

In addition to the above the Board will receive reports and
recommendations from time to time on any matter which it considers
significant.
The above matters which have been reserved to the Board may be
exercised in an emergency by the Chair and Chief Executive Officer
having consulted at least two Non Executive Directors.
Where emergency action is taken it shall be reported to the next formal
meeting of the Board of Directors

Approved March 2017
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Encl. 8.2

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

28th March 2018

Subject:

Register of Interests, Gifts and Hospitality as at 31st
March 2018

Presented by:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Author:

Andy Green, Company Secretary
Natalie Grainger, Governance Support Manager

Purpose:

Approval

Relationship to strategic objectives:
Strategic objectives:
We will nurture a culture which provides: safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services.
We will involve and listen to patients, carers and family’s experience to
continually improve services we provide.
We will be a leading provider of specialist mental health, learning disability
and children’s services, proactively seeking opportunities to develop our
services, building partnerships with others, to strengthen and expand the
services we provide.
Attract and retain well-trained, diverse, flexible, empowered and valued
workforce.
Resources will be used effectively, innovatively and in a sustainable
manner.
None

x

Relationship to High Level Risks:

N/A
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Recommendation(s):
To approve the Register of Interests, Gifts and Hospitality for the period to 31st
March 2018.

Equality & Diversity implications:
An Equality Impact Assessment has/has not been completed.

There are no implications to consider

Regulatory and Compliance matters:
Monitor:
Care Quality
Commission:

x

Other:
None:

Previous consideration
Board
Audit
Quality & Safety
Other

x

Business &
Performance
M H Legislation
Scrutiny
Charitable Funds
None
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Executive Summary

In accordance with the Standing Orders of the Board of Directors, the Register of
Interests and Register of Gifts and Hospitality, as reported by Board Members for
the period to 31st March 2018 are attached for approval of the Board.
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Board of Directors
Register of Interests
At 31st March 2018
Name
Mr. A. Fry

Designation
Interim Chair
(from 1/3/18)

Interest Declared
1. Owner / Managing Director
2. Interim General Manager
3. Trustee

4. Independent Board Member (NED)

Ms. J.
Jeffrey

Non Executive
Director

1. Owner

Mr. F.
Malik

Non Executive
Director

1. Director/Owner

Mrs. K.
McAteer

Non Executive
Director

Mr. D.
Stenson

Non-Executive
Director

2. Director/Owner
2. Non Executive Director

1. Patient Representative

2. Volunteer
3. Co-opted Governor

Mr. S.
Heer

Associate
Non-Executive
Director

1. Chairman

2. Non-Executive Director

3. Chairman
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Organisation
1. Harris – Fry Ltd
2. Herefordshire
Mind
3.Black Country
Living Museum
and its Trading
Subsidiary
4.The Community
Housing Group
and its Trading
Subsidiary
1. BMJ
Consultancy
1. ABCS Ltd
2. PLAN
Enterprise Ltd
1. Midland Heart
Housing
Association

1. Dudley Clinical
Commissioning
Group
2. Healthwatch
Dudley
3. Crestwood
Park Primary
School
1. Mayfair Capital
LLP
2. Hadley
Industries PLC
3. SSH
Associates

Name

Designation

Interest Declared

4. Non-Executive Director

Mrs L.
Writtle

Interim Chief
Executive
(from 1/3/18)

Interim
Director of
Finance

5. Birmingham
Community
Health NHS
Foundation
Trust

6. Director

6. Goldcrest
Energy Ltd

1. Trustee Director

1. Director

2. Honorary Lecturer (unpaid)

Mr. A.
Green

Company
Secretary

1. Independent Member

2. Independent Member

Dr J
Lidher

Ms. J
Fletcher
Ms. J
Cadman

4. Walsall
Healthcare
NHS Trust

5. Non-Executive Director

2. Interim Director of Operations
Mr. P.
Assinder

Organisation

Medical
None
Director
(interim
Deputy Chief
Executive)
Interim
None
Director of
Nursing
Strategy and
None
Transformation
Director
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1. Age UK,
South
Staffordshire
2. Dudley &
Walsall
Mental Health
NHS Trust
1. Rodborough
Consultancy
Ltd
2. University of
Wolverhampton
Business
School
1. Walsall Council
Standards
Committee
2. Walsall Council
Audit
Committee

Board of Directors
Register of Gifts and Hospitality
At 31st March 2018
Name

Designation

Gifts and Hospitality Declared

Mr. A. Fry

Interim Chair
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Encl. 9.1
=

Mental Health Legislation Scrutiny Committee Meeting
Held on the 4th August 2017, Meeting Room A at Delta House
Present:
Joy Jeffrey (JJ) (Chair)
Jas Lidher (JL)
David Stenson (DS)

Non- Executive Director
Executive Medical Director
Non-Executive Director

In Attendance
Andy Green (AG) (Secretary)
Anne Harris (AH)
Ann Jones (AJ)
Tony Smiley (TS)
Hugh Rudder (HR)
Alan Dean (AD)
Natalie Grainger (NG)

Company Secretary
MHA Co-ordinator
Record Services Manager
Clinical Governance Administrator
Associate Hospital Manager
Governor
Governance Support Manager (Minutes)

Apologies:
Carol Hurley (CH)
Andrew Fry (AF)
Ranjit Kaur (RK)
Sylvia Parkin (SP)

Associate Hospital Manager
Non-Executive Director
MHA Administration Manager
Associate Hospital Manager

Ref:
1

Item
OPENING MATTERS

Action

1.1

Declarations of Interest
There were no amendments to registered interests or in any item on
the agenda.

1.2

Apologies for absence
The apologies were recorded as above

1.3

Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of the meeting were approved by the committee as a true
and accurate record.

1.4

Action Log
Ms Jeffrey went through the Action Log, the details of which are
recorded on the Action Log attached for this meeting.

1.5

Matters arising not on the agenda
There were no matters arising not on the agenda.

1.6

Declaration of any other urgent business to be transacted
(i) Update on TCT to include discussions with BCHC regarding
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Ref

Item

Action
terms of reference for the committee and other matters in
relation to this committee (J Jeffrey)

2

MATTERS ARISING

2.1

Service Contract for Associate Hospital Managers
Ms Harris confirmed that she had received three contracts. AHM’s from
Wolverhampton. Sandwell and Walsall had no knowledge of their
contracts. She reported that she was working jointly with Dudley &
Walsall Mental Health Trust in order to issue consistent contracts going
forward.
Ms Jeffrey raised that it was important to include this work as part of
the TCT discussions and link it with the integrated work plan as it was
work requested by the committee. She agreed that it was important to
start discussions with Dudley & Walsall as long as this was included as
part of the wider TCT process.
Ms Jeffrey raised that, the term ‘agreement’ had been more favourable
to the AHMs ‘than contract’ however, this could be picked up through
TCT discussions.
Mr Green felt that for assurance, it was important for the committee to
recognise the amount of work that had been undertaken. He reported
that it had been raised as part of the TCT legal and governance work
stream, which he understood was being led operationally by Ms Writtle.
He confirmed that a lot of work had been done to ensure it is recorded
through the transitional process.
IT WAS AGREED:
i.
ii.

3

To include AHM service contracts/agreements as
part of the TCT discussions
To note the update.

REPORTS OF CQC MHA INSPECTIONS, INCLUDING
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE
Mr Smiley reported that to date, four visits by CQC Mental Health Act
review team had taken place across wards/units in the Trust. He
outlined that these visits are required to monitor the use of the Mental
Health Act as a safeguard for individual patients whose rights are
restricted under the Act. He confirmed that each inpatient ward/unit on
receives one unannounced inspection visit per year from the CQC
team. The review included interviews with detained patients, relatives/
carers, staff, advocates, Trust managers, and a review of patient
records and relevant documents
He reported that to achieve compliance, all Trust plans are uploaded to
the Quality Improvement Plans (QIP) model on DATIX and that key
themes from the report are discussed by the MHA Legislation Group.
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Ref

Item

Action

Mr Smiley confirmed that the Quality and Safety Steering Group
receive a more comprehensive tracker of the action plans arising from
all external inspections, including MHA Reviewer inspections.
In response to a question from Ms Jeffrey, Mr Smiley reported that all
mental health plans are monitored each month by QSSG, to ensure
they are completed in a timely manner.
Mr Smiley drew attention to the MHA review tracker, which highlighted
outstanding actions.
He reported that MHA advocacy comes up regularly generally due to
posters not being displayed in the units and paper work not being
completed.
Dr Lidher raised that there were a number of issues relating to
recording patients right to have an advocate. She was satisfied that
patients were being asked and acknowledged that this is not always
being recorded. She confirmed that paperwork was being amended to
reflect this process.
Mr Dean felt that this was an important point and asked what level of
access patients had to advocates.
Dr Lidher confirmed that the access was generally responsive and of
good quality.
Mr Smiley raised that recording capacity and consent was a recurring
theme and the level of detail required by the Code of Practice was not
being recorded.
Dr Lidher confirmed that the Mental Health Act Legislation Group had a
broad attendance, which included operational staff, local authority and
the police, and that staff were being encouraged to attend to ensure
these issues were discussed at ward level.
Mr Smiley raised that there was variation in practice in relation to
capacity and consent to treatment assessments, which was also an
issue nationally.
Dr Lidher raised that it was important to ensure a clear focus on quality
improvement around the Mental Health Act. She confirmed that she
had no concerns over lawful practice; however, she acknowledged that
the legislation was complex. She reported that paperwork had been
enhanced to support staff in recording.
Dr Lidher reminded the committee that the Mental Health Act had been
assessed as part of the CQC inspection and had been awarded an
overall good, however, it was recognised that there was room for
improvement.
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Ref

Item
Mr Dean raised that the action under recording capacity and consent
“Doctors recording patient lacked capacity” but later concluding that
“the patient consented for treatment” seems contradictory but felt it was
good practice.
Dr Lidher agreed with Mr Dean’s comments. She confirmed that it was
in relation to a patient agreeing to treatment but lacked the capacity to
consent. She reported that doctors would still try and work with a
patient even if it was deemed that they hadn’t got capacity, they would
encourage patients to be involved with the decision.
Ms Jeffrey queried whether the emphasis in terms of quality
improvement was sufficient and that this report and action plan should
be safely parachuted into the new organisation as part of the
transitional arrangements. She raised that the report suggested that
there are a number of areas of practice requiring continued
improvement and that progress in achieving completion of all actions
needs to be monitored particularly during the transition period.
Dr Lidher confirmed that from the perspective of Birmingham
Community Healthcare (BCHC), there was a clear history of work that
had been done and areas requiring focus going forward. She felt that
she could not give assurance around the future, however, the Trust
have been playing a part in terms of highlighting what needs to be in
place prior to handover.
Dr Lidher reported that new arrangements had not yet been
established and this should be highlighted as an issue. She raised that
it was important to ensure that knowledge and understanding
continued into the new organisation.
Mr Green confirmed that it had been agreed as part the transitional
arrangements that minutes of sub-committees are shared with BCHC
along with Chairs Reports, and we were fully compliant with providing
this information.
Mr Smiley reported that paperwork relating to Section 17 leave was an
issue. He confirmed that no specific risk assessments had been
undertaken in relation to section 17 leave and there had been issues
with filing within the patient’s record.
In relation to the final theme highlighted within the report, Dr Lidher
provided assurance that a blanket restriction was not operated across
the Trust other than those noted, and was only used in individual
circumstances.
She reported that the Trust had resisted having a number of blanket
restrictions, such as patient searches for all patients, as this would not
be appropriate. A risk based individualised approach was taken.
Dr Lidher confirmed that the secure services required more restrictions
in order to comply with the MHA, but leaflets were available for patients
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Ref

Item
to provide an explanation.

Action

Dr Lidher reported that no issues had been picked up through the CQC
visit; however, there were occasions where care plans had not been
updated. She confirmed that the impact on the individual patient should
be recorded.
Dr Lidher raised that it was an important principle going forward to not
support blanket restrictions through processes and felt that principles
should be held onto.
Ms Jeffrey raised that based on discussion, a robust approach is
required to ensure that the action plan for this report is monitored and
all actions are completed.
Mr Green suggested that this be included as part of the Chairs report to
Board which will then be picked up going forward to the new
organisation.
IT WAS AGREED:
i.

ii.
4

To include in the Chairs report, a recommendation
that the report action plan is taken forward and
actions monitored post TCT.
To note the report

REVIEW TRAINING ACTIVITY FOR MENTAL HEALTH
PRACTITIONERS
Mr Smiley presented the report in Ms Miller-Demirovska’s absence. He
reported that there have been consultations with a number of groups of
staff across the organisation over the last a three months.
He confirmed that the new training levels for Mental Health Act training
are in alignment with the CQC recommended good practice and
include identified levels of training for practitioners.
He highlighted appendix 1 of the report, which set out Mental Health
Act Training figures as at 31st July 2017 and provided the current
combined level of compliance, was 83.3%. It was reported that
compliance was being monitored through the Rapid Improvement
Group, which reports to Quality and Safety Steering Group.
Mr Smiley reported that Ms Miller Demirovska had commenced joint
TCT discussions regarding Mental Health Act Training going forward.
Ms Jeffrey confirmed that she would raise the issue at Quality and
Safety Committee and seek further assurance that deep dives were
being done to improve compliance with training for the MHA.
Mr Stenson raised concerns that the training was at 43% for level 2
(registered staff). Dr Lidher confirmed that there had been concerns for
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Item
some time, which had been picked up at Quality and Safety
Committee.
She reported that the CQC had found staff knowledge good and hadn’t
found any issues with practice, however, arrangements were still not
robust enough and Dr Lidher was not assured that training plans were
in place to deliver.
Dr Lidher reported that training figures should be higher for medical
training, however, training was being managed regionally. She
confirmed that there were strict compliance guidelines for practice,
which in part mitigated practice on the ground.
Dr Lidher felt that it was important to receive detail around the recovery
plan and that it should be reported through the committee to provide
assurance.
Ms Jeffrey commented that the format of the report was useful for the
committee as it was important to be updated on the training process.
However, she was concerned that compliance for levels 2 and 3
training was still low and would raise this at QSC.
She felt that the momentum for delivering training needs to be
maintained during the transition period and that the planned review of
all MHA legislation and DOLS training needs to be undertaken in a
timely manner.
Dr Lidher commented that early decisions would need to be made by
new committees around the structure of training to ensure a quick
recovery with compliance.
In response to a question from Ms Jeffrey, Dr Lidher confirmed that
leaflets were available for patients designed for patients on a particular
section.
IT WAS AGREED:
i.

ii.

5

Ms Jeffrey to raise the training and compliance issue
at Quality and Safety Committee and seek further
assurance that deep dives were being done to
improve compliance
To note the report

REVIEW STATISTICS REGARDING MENTAL HEALTH
LEGISLATION
Ms Harris provided a tabled report, which provide statistics recorded
during quarter 1 (1st April 2017 – 30th June 2017) on the usage of the
Mental Health Act. She confirmed that going forward, statistics in
relation to S. 136 would be included.
Ms Harris reported that a revised format of reporting would be
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Ref

Item
presented in the future in order to make easier to view.
The key information reported was that in Q1, 118 patients were
detained under the MHA (62 M; 56F). In the previous year, the number
of patients detained in Q1 was 131 (83M; 48F).
Dr Lidher confirmed that there was a national debate around
Community Treatment Orders (CTO’s) on whether they were an over
restrictive approach for managing patients. She reported that there had
been a change to the medical model in Wolverhampton to align with
Sandwell and this had resulted in a reduction in the number of CTO’s.
She raised that there were advantages to knowing the patient and only
using CTO’s when necessary.
In response to a question from Ms Jeffrey, Dr Lidher confirmed that this
approach was being looked at across the divisions. She confirmed that
the Wolverhampton model had changed from a functional model and a
continuity of care ethos had been taken.
Mr Stenson raised that deprivation of liberty had been raised at
Hospital Managers Hearings on a number of occasions when patients
couldn’t be discharged, as they had nowhere to go. He asked where
this was being recorded and discussed with commissioners.
Dr Lidher responded that this was a relevant point and that at the
moment, the information was being recorded through delayed transfers
of care and wouldn’t necessarily be recorded as specifically from the
hearings.
Ms Jeffrey raised that it would be useful for hospital managers to be
aware that there was an escalation process for delayed discharges and
recommended including a category in the statistics for detained
patients in the data set.
Dr Lidher reported that further auditing could be carried out on delayed
discharge figures and the impact on the mental health patients should
also be considered.
Mr Dean raised that the CTO’s allowed a confidence in discharging
patients.
Dr Lidher confirmed that she received all CTO paperwork to review.
She felt that CTO’s were useful in small numbers, particularly if they
included a set of rules i.e. medication as they gave some support to
doctors for discharges to be more successful.
Ms Harris raised that three Section 5.2’s had been allowed to lapse
which was not good practice and that this was being monitored by the
MH Legislation Group.
She reported that the use of Section 136 was being raised a lot more,
particularly due to new changes coming in and the increased
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Item
monitoring.

Action

Ms Jeffrey raised that going forward it would be useful to see analysis
of the data by quarter to allow comparisons and trends to be identified.
Ms Harris confirmed that the revised format of reporting would pick this
up.
Mr Dean suggested the longitudinal data (previous 5 years) would be
useful for the new organisation in order to show changes and identify
the nature in the type of services provided and pressures this puts on
staff.
Ms Jeffrey raised that this would link in with the staff data received
though the staff survey and sickness absence, which would provide
correlation.
IT WAS AGREED:
i. To recommend an agreed data set that including includes
a category for detained patients
ii. To note the report

6

EXCEPTIONAL REPORTS RE. MENTAL HEALTH LEGISLATION
GROUP
Dr Lidher presented the report, which highlighted the key discussions
from the Mental Health Legislation Group. She confirmed that it was a
multi-agency meeting, which was moving in the direction of enhancing
operational representation.
Dr Lidher reported that a piece of work had been commissioned for
from the Diversity Lead in the Trust to to undertake a detailed review of
the use of the Mental Health Act from a diversity perspective. She
confirmed that this would be useful legacy data for TCT in terms of the
Mental Health Act and ethnicity, and it was important for the statistics
not to get lost.
Dr Lidher reported that the group were in a positon to handover,
however, there was currently no body group to handover this work.
In terms of Section 136, Dr Lidher reported that implementation had
been delayed to mid-September, however, it was still unclear when this
would take place. In preparation, the use of section 136 was being
carefully monitored to identify how many detentions go over the 24
hours. Dr Lidher highlighted the issue with young people who had
nowhere to go and flagged this as a risk going forward.
In response to a question from Ms Jeffrey, Dr Lidher confirmed that the
Trust had been prepared for an April/May implementation date and had
therefore done as much as possible at this stage.
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Dr Lidher confirmed that work was ongoing with DWMH to ensure
paperwork was consistent to support TCT going forward.
Mr Stenson asked whether the ethnicity data was representative of the
local community. Dr Lidher reported higher rates for all ethnic groups.
In response to a further question, Dr Lidher confirmed that there was a
high proportion of immigrants, which led to a number of different
issues.
Mr Dean was pleased that these items were on the agenda and being
discussed at a high level, as this had been an issue within Mental
Health for a number of years and needs to move forwards.
Mr Green raised that he was not aware of the ethnicity data being
requested by BCHC through the clinical due diligence.
Ms Jeffrey suggested that the report on ethnicity data should be
formally handed over to MH committee of the new organisation as a
legacy document.
Ms Jeffrey felt that there was a risk that the momentum could be lost in
understanding mental health and diverse communities and it was
important to maintain it as a priority in the future.
IT WAS AGREED:
I.

II.
7

To recommend that include the report on ethnicity
data is included as part of the a Mental Health
legacy document
To note the report

UPDATE REPORTS RE HOSPITAL AND ASSOCIATE HOSPITAL
MANAGERS
Ms Jeffrey provided an update on the Associate Hospital Managers
meeting, which took place on 23rd February 2017. She reported that
the meeting was well attended and a number of points had been
discussed.
She reported that there had been a detailed discussion around the
hearings process and the requirement for a preliminary meeting prior to
the hearing in order to discuss relevant points before the formal
hearing.
Ms Jeffrey confirmed that she would pick this up through TCT
discussions however; she noted that some interim guidance would be
useful.
It was reported that the Mental Capacity Act Forms have changed and
it was important to ensure that associate hospital managers were made
aware of these changes.
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Item

Action

Ms Jeffrey confirmed that there was a general discussion around time
keeping of managers attending tribunals.
A discussion took place around the variation in medical reports and
reports from social workers being received. A review of the AHMs
contract/agreement was being undertaken. It would include an update
of the role and responsibilities under the MHA to ensure that managers
weren’t acting outside of their role.
Ms Jeffrey confirmed that the final meeting would take place in
September and it would be important to provide an update and give
indication around clarity for timelines for contracts and agreements and
other governance arrangements.
Mr Green reported that he has consistently made the point at the
transition meetings around not forgetting the role of Associate Hospital
Managers going forward and felt that the committee should consider
making a recommendation.
Ms Jeffrey fully supported these comments. She reflected on
discussions at the Associate Hospital Managers Meeting where it was
agreed to share relevant documents where possible to ensure AHMs
involvement. She confirmed that she would raise it at the TCT
discussions.
IT WAS AGREED:
i.
ii.
iii.
8

To ensure that there is agreement on the hearings
process through TCT discussions
To ensure that the role of the Associate Hospital
Manager is highlighted through TCT discussions
To note the update

UPDATE ON APPRAISAL FOR ASSOCIATE HOSPITAL
MANAGERS
Ms Harris reported that she had four outstanding appraisals to carry
out.
She reported that feedback from colleagues was that Associate
Hospital Managers were often going out of their remit at meetings. Dr
Lidher raised that this had been debated at the last Associate Hospital
Managers Meeting and moves into complex legal territory.
Mr Rudder raised that it could be difficult, as issues would arise that
hospital managers would try to assist with however, it was down to the
individuals.
Ms Jeffrey suggested that as part of the training session arranged for
September there was some training in relation to the role and
responsibilities at hearings. Ms Harris confirmed that this had already
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Item
been included.

Action

Mr Rudder queried whether Non-Executive Directors (NED) sitting on
panels should be introducing themselves as an NED as he felt this was
a potential conflict of interest.
Mr Green understood concerns however advised that the role of the
NED was clear under the Mental Health Act and didn’t believe that
there was a conflict of interest however, for the benefit of clarity it was
agreed that titles did not need to be disclosed.
Dr Lidher supported the comments made by Mr Rudder as titles can
draw into certain lines of questioning.
Mr Stenson felt that this was an interesting point, however didn’t feel
that there was a conflict of interest.
Mr Green felt that this was an issue that would need to be picked up
going forward.
IT WAS AGREED:
i. To highlight emphasis on AHMs training needs and the
role and function of the panel
ii. To note the update

9

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
(I) TCT UPDATE
Ms Jeffrey reported that the Full Business Case had been submitted to
NHSI for consideration however the timeline was tight for the 1st
October 2017 completion date.
She highlighted key aspects and confirmed that as part of the proposal
a MHA committee would be established to report to Board. She
provided assurance in terms of importance of the work and that it will
have full sight of the Board of the new organisation.
Ms Jeffrey confirmed that she had raised the issue of responsible
officer for Mental Health Act with Ms Taylor, who had advised that it
would be the Medical Director who would take overall responsibility at
Board level, however responsibilities below this were to be determined.
Ms Jeffrey confirmed that a meeting had been arranged with the BCHC
governance lead to discuss the terms of reference for the new MHA
committee as part of the transition arrangements.
Dr Lidher raised that a general discussion was required around the
structure of the meetings and suggested that the current arrangement
continues.
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Item

Action

Ms Jones reported that the Mental Health Act Team were linking in with
DWMH and didn’t see any issues with integration.
Mr Dean raised that it was important to have a single position with
DWMH, particularly around good practice.
Ms Jones reported that she was attending the Mental Health
Workstream who were reviewing Mental Health Act legislation.
Dr Lidher confirmed that she had picked this up, as it seemed that the
Mental Health Act was being out into the Mental Health division
although it also covered Children’s and LD.
Ms Jeffrey confirmed that best practice would be reviewed and work
would be carried out in conjunction with DWMH to include the hospital
managers.
IT WAS AGREED:
I. To note the update
6

DATE AND TIME OF THE NEXT MEETING

The Chair thanked all for attending the Committee and closed the meeting at 12 p.m.
The next Meeting Date will be advised.
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Encl. 9.2
Minutes of the Audit Committee Meeting
Held on Wednesday, 14 February 2018 at 2.00 pm
In Meeting Room 7 - Delta House
Present:
Fayaz Malik (FM)
Joy Jeffrey (JJ)
David Stenson (DS) (Chair)
Charles Knight (CK)

Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Internal Audit

In Attendance
Peter Axon (PA)
Paul Assinder (PA)
Diane Cartwright (DC)
Angus Hughes (AH)
Natalie Grainger (NG)
Sukhbinder Heer (SH)
Gus Miah (GM)

Interim Chief Executive
Interim Director of Finance
Internal Audit, WMAC
Deputy Director of Finance
Governance Support Manager
Associate Non-Executive Director
External Audit

Apologies:
Andy Green (AG) (Secretary)

Company Secretary

Ref:
1

Item
OPENING MATTERS

Action

1.1

Declarations of Interest
None.

1.2

Apologies for absence
As listed above.

1.3

Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed as a true and
accurate record.

1.4

Matters arising not on the agenda
Item 3.1. Page 5, Mr Hughes confirmed that the number of staff on duty
being reported to the Board as part of the safe staffing levels was being
accurately reported.
Item 6.1, Page 7, Mr Assinder reported that he was assured around the
due date for staff reviewing queries raised through forensic testing of
payroll data.

1.5

Declaration of any other urgent business to be transacted
(i) Gateway Panel process (D Stenson)

2

MATTERS ARISING
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Ref

Item

Action

3

LOCAL COUNTER FRAUD

3.1

LCFS Summary of Progress 2018
Mr Knight reported that following discussions with the Deputy Director
of Finance, an audit has been completed of orders during the period 1st
April 2017 to 7th September 2017 over £5,000 which is above the
threshold when quotations and tenders would normally be required.
The top twenty orders by value had been examined with a range of
values between £42,223 and £534,714 for which competitive tenders
would normally be required. An additional random sample of fifteen
orders had been undertaken which would normally be subject to
competitive quotations.
Orders from Argos and Amazon had also been reviewed due to the
nature and type of transactions
The overall conclusion was that no fraud has been identified and all
orders examined had been appropriately authorised and were
supported by a valid contract, where appropriate, or a properly
authorised and approved waiver.
Mr Knight confirmed that LCFS had carried out a training session as
part of finance staff development which had been well attended and
received. He reported that an e-learning package was proposed for
new starters as part of the induction programme.
It was confirmed that a Fraud Newsletter had been circulated in
December 2017 via email which had covered key areas of interest.
Mr Knight confirmed that all referrals and investigations had been
closed and no new investigations had been opened since November
2017.
Mr Knight reported that the workplan had been extended to cover the
period October 2017 to June 2018 and all actions were on track to be
completed.
Ms Jeffrey referred to the issue of staff working for other organisations
whilst on sick leave with the Trust and the need to change the wording
in the sickness absence policy. She suggested it would be useful to
also include the amendment in staff contracts. Mr Stenson confirmed
that this would be picked up later on the agenda.
Mr Hughes drew the Committee’s attention to Appendix B of the report
and confirmed that from the Trust’s perspective, both cases had been
closed on FIRST. However, Case Reference 0217/18 had been
referred to the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) and was still
being investigated. He asked for the Committee’s view on whether
BCP should refer the charges back to the NMC.
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It was the Committee’s view that as the Trust had referred the matter to
the NMC the Trust was responsible for meeting the cost of the
additional work undertaken to date.
Mr Heer raised that it would be useful to have some context regarding
the number of referrals going through the system. Mr Knight agreed
that benchmarking data would be provided to the next meeting.
IT WAS AGREED:
(i)

To receive benchmarking data on the number of
referrals at the March 2018 meeting.

4

EXTERNAL AUDIT

4.1

External Audit Progress Report
Mr Miah reported that since the last meeting, the main change to the
plan was that the transaction had not taken place as planned on 1st
December 2017 and understood that it was unlikely to be completed
before the year-end. Therefore, a full set of accounting would be
required for the yearend audit. He confirmed that dates and a fee had
been agreed in principle.
Mr Miah confirmed that the final guidance on the Quality Report was
awaited.
Mr Miah drew the Committee’s attention to recent briefings which had
been made available to the Trust and highlighted the ‘Time to Care’
briefing which focused on workforce issues.
He reported that a benchmarking exercise across 36 organisations
showed a challenging position in relation to EBITDA.
Mr Miah confirmed that the Trust would not receive it’s STF allocation
for the year as it had not accepted its control total.
In terms of efficiency savings, the Trust had planned savings of 3.5
percent, however, actual savings had been below this at 3 percent. Mr
Miah advised that this would link into the work on going concern and
the overall opinion reached.
In response to a question from Mr Malik, Mr Miah confirmed that
accounts are typically based on an organisation being financially
sustainable for the next twelve months. The full business cycle for the
next twelve to eighteen months would be reviewed. In particular the
cash position would be considered as part of the overall going concern
opinion.
In response to a further question from Mr Malik, Mr Miah confirmed that
due to the deteriorating cash position, it was more than likely that the
accounts would be qualified on a going concern basis.
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Mr Miah confirmed that it was expected that work would be completed
by the end of May 2018. He suggested it would be useful to produce a
going concern report for the Board in order for it to be sighted on the
position.
Mr Stenson highlighted the points outlined on Page 35 of the report in
relation to the significant control issues. Mr Miah confirmed that a
number of disclosures would have to be made regarding the position of
the Trust.
Mr Miah stated that the biggest issue faced by the Trust was to develop
a contingency plan if the TCT transaction did not take place.
Mr Axon reported that discussions were taking place with NHSI
regarding finances and the Board would receive some narrative around
next steps at the February Board Strategy Meeting.
Mr Miah drew attention to Appendix 2 which outlined lessons from
Trusts in special measures which the Board may wish to consider.
Ms Jeffrey referred to the lessons learnt briefing which included a
number of recommendations that would be beneficial for the Board to
consider and asked how this would be taken forward. She also felt that
the briefing on improving the working environment for junior doctors
was relevant for all staff and it would be useful to review how this could
be utilised.
Mr Axon agreed that the lessons learnt report was pertinent to the
organisation and highlighted that good quality governance processes
and capacity were a key challenge. He confirmed that TCT was
mitigation to the Trust’s position.
Ms Jeffrey asked how good governance was ensured across the
organisation and highlighted the importance of ensuring the Trust
supports key areas. Mr Axon reported that individuals should have a
voice and clear lines of accountability were essential.
Mr Heer asked whether there were any implications on the asset
values. Mr Miah confirmed that the Department of Health would always
guarantee the assets.
Mr Assinder asked whether there was evidence of commissioner
support.
Mr Miah confirmed that there was a current trend of CCG’s becoming
more financially challenged and are nationally overspent. He reported
that there was more power base moving into STP’s although there was
no accountability or money in the programme.
Mr Stenson drew attention to Next Steps outlined within the report for
the Audit Committee and wider Trust to consider.
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Action
IT WAS AGREED:
(i)

To note the report including the Next Steps.

5

INTERNAL AUDIT

5.1

Revised 17/18 Internal Audit Plan
Ms Cartwright reported that due to the delay with TCT, Internal Audit
have been asked to undertake additional audit work, which has been
discussed and agreed with the Interim Chief Executive, Interim Director
of Finance and Chair of Audit Committee in order to support the Head
of Internal Audit Opinion.
She confirmed that an additional 53 days had been included taking the
total to 124 days for 2017/18.
In order to understand the rationale behind the additional days and
areas of audit being covered, Mr Heer asked what the minimum
number of audits was to support the Head of Internal Audit Opinion
Mr Assinder confirmed that there was a minimum requirement for the
Head of Internal Audit Opinion. Discussions had also taken place with
Executive Directors to determine what additional assurance would be
required.
Mr Heer referred to the number of outstanding actions due to TCT and
was concerned that additional audit recommendations would not be
implemented in a timely manner for the same reason.
Mr Axon understood there to be two separate points. He agreed that
audits should be carried out again for those with outstanding
recommendations if appropriate and felt that the Committee required
further clarification/reasons why recommendations were outstanding.
He requested an update at the next meeting.
Mr Axon added that it was valid to ask management for areas of
concern given the position of TCT.
Mr Stenson indicated that the recruitment audit was linked to time to
recruit which was key to reducing bank and agency costs.
Ms Cartwright highlighted that the time to recruit audit
recommendations were delayed due to TCT but individual mitigations
were being considered.
Mr Heer suggested it would be useful to consider benchmarking
around time to hire.
IT WAS AGREED:
(i)

To receive an update on outstanding audit
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(ii)
(iii)

5.2

recommendations at the March 2018 meeting
To consider benchmarking around time to hire
To note the report

Internal Audit Terms of Reference
Ms Cartwright presented terms of reference which had been discussed
and agreed with management.
IT WAS AGREED:
(i)

5.3

To note for information

Recommendation Implementation Update
Ms Cartwright presented the report which records progress of
implementation of actions and highlighted that the number of overdue
actions had increased primarily due to TCT.
Mr Stenson raised that it was important to be sure that the delays
genuinely related to TCT. Ms Cartwright provided assurance that any
delays due to TCT would be picked up through workstreams. He
reiterated the importance of ensuring that the Trust continued to have
effective governance arrangements in place as a standalone
organisation.
Mr Assinder reported there would be a point at which issues would
have to be addressed in the context of the Trust as a standalone
organisation irrespective of the TCT timeline.
Mr Heer indicated that it would be useful to have a process report from
Executives stating how actions will be taken forward if TCT does not
happen. Ms Jeffrey agreed that anticipatory planning should be
considered around key areas of decision making and governance.
Mr Miah felt that this was a valid point as Internal and External Audit
will need to start planning for next year and risks will need to be
considered as a Board in order to develop the plan.
In the light of the issue raised by Ms Jeffrey, Mr Stenson drew the
Committee’s attention to the need to ensure that staff are aware that
they may not work in other employment whilst on sick leave with the
Trust and it should be included in the Managing Absence Policy. He
highlighted the importance of this being included as staff are at risk of
not understanding the potential consequences.
Ms Cartwright confirmed that a review was required of the whole policy
and understood it was awaiting consultation with Staff Side.
Mr Hughes said that there was an issue with some Executive Leads
not having visibility of the outstanding recommendations and
consideration should be given to how this will be picked up. It was
agreed that Mr Hughes and Ms Cartwright would discuss this outside
the meeting.
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IT WAS AGREED:
(i)

(ii)
5.4

Mr Hughes and Ms Cartwright to discuss
Executive Leads having visibility of the outstanding
actions
To note the report

Proposed 2018/19 Internal Audit Plan
Mr Knight presented the report which provided an update on the
2018/19 Internal Audit Plan.
In response to a question from Mr Stenson, Mr Axon confirmed that the
plan would need to go to EMF for discussion.
Ms Jeffrey reported that Quality and Safety Committee had received a
report on serious incidents which had raised a number of issues and a
recommendation was made that it would be useful for Internal Audit to
review the process and asked for this to be considered as part of the
plan.
Mr Assinder agreed that he would pick this up with Dr Lidher outside
the meeting.
IT WAS AGREED:
(i)

(ii)

Mr Assinder to discuss the proposed review of the
serious incident process as part of the audit plan
with Dr Lidher outside the meeting
To receive the final 2018/19 Internal Audit Plan at
the March 2018 meeting

6

FINANCIAL REPORTING

6.1

Accounting Policies and Annual Report Format
Mr Hughes presented the report which set out the requirements of the
Trust in determining the Annual Accounts format which would be
revised in consideration of changes to national guidance.
He reported that the Department of Health Accounting Manual for
2017/18 had been reviewed and there were no specific changes to
accounting policies required.
Mr Hughes indicated that from an accounting perspective the
introduction of the apprenticeship levy was the only area of contention
as to how it should be accounted for. National guidance has now been
issues and the Trusts treatment is consistent with that required.
IT WAS AGREED:
(i)

To note the report
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7.1

Item
PROVIDER LICENCE OBLIGATIONS
Submissions made to the Regulator
Mr Hughes presented the report which provided an overview of the
formal submissions made to NHSI during the financial year.
IT WAS AGREED:
(i)

To note the report

8

REPORTING RESPONSIBILITIES

8.1

Agree specific recommendations to the Board
None.

8.2

Agree specific recommendations/matters to other sub-committee's
None.

8.3

Risks considered
As reported within the minutes.

9

ANY OTHER URGENT BUSINESS
Mr Stenson reported that a discussion had taken place at the Quality
and Safety Committee regarding the CIP Gateway process. Concern
had been expressed about ensuring that was there was appropriate
representation of BCP colleagues on the Gateway Panels, and the
potential consequences of decisions being made that were not in the
best interest of the Trust.
Mr Assinder reported that the Gateway Panel process and timetable
had been amended and it was agreed that the Director of Nursing and
Medical Director would have first sight of schemes.
Ms Jeffrey raised that this linked into the earlier discussion around
governance and felt that it was important to develop an interim plan for
the period of the delay.
Mr Assinder agreed that it was important to ensure the right people
were at meetings and they weren’t taking place without suitable
representation.

The Chair thanked all for attending the Committee and closed the meeting.
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Encl. 9.3
Minutes of the Finance and Investment Committee Meeting
Held on Friday, 16 February 2018 at 10.30 am
In Meeting Room 7 - Delta House
Present:
Paul Assinder (PA)
Andrew Fry (AF)
Fayaz Malik (FM) (Chair)

Interim Director of Finance
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director

In Attendance
Natalie Grainger (NG)
Micky Griffith (MG)
Sukhbinder Heer (SH)
Angus Hughes (AH)
Lorraine Thomas (LT)
Jo Treacy (JT)

Governance Support Manager
Commercial Director
Associate Non-Executive Director
Deputy Director of Finance
Director of Strategy & Transformation
Transformation Programme Manager

Apologies:
Jo Cadman (JC)
Andy Green (AG) (Secretary)
Kathy McAteer (KM) (Chair)

Strategy and Transformation Director
Company Secretary
Non-Executive Director

Ref:
1

Item
OPENING MATTERS

Action

1.1

Declarations of Interest
Mr Griffiths reported an interest in agenda item 2.2 which he was
presenting.

1.2

Apologies for absence
As listed above.

1.3

Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed as a true and
accurate record.

1.4

Matters arising not on the agenda
None.

1.5

Declaration of any other urgent business to be transacted
None.

2

MATTERS ARISING

2.1

Action Log
Action log discussed and updated.

2.2

Dudley MCP Update Report
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Mr Griffith attended the meeting to provide an update on the MCP
programme. He confirmed that the scope of the MCP was £230m, and
although it would be contractually responsible for all services in scope,
it is assessing the most appropriate scale for effective service delivery
and this would include subcontracting services; for example BCPFTs
current Children’s services would be provided by the MCP directly
whereas Learning Disabilities services would be subcontracted.
Mr Assinder asked whether this was hardwired into how national
ACO’s and ACS’s were being rolled out. Mr Griffith reported that there
was not a national mandate and that the identification of direct and
subcontract services had been undertaken by the MCP locally.
Mr Assinder asked how crystallised the clinical provision process was
and whether this had been agreed by parties and signed off by
commissioners. Mr Griffith confirmed that the MCP were in dialogue
with the CCG on the understanding that the MCP must provide
services as well as commission. He confirmed that commissioner final
sign off would be at the bid evaluation.
Mr Griffith reported that the April 2019 completion date may move due
to delays caused by the national ACO Contract consultation (extended
due to purdah) and confirmed that if the April 2019 date was not
achieved it was likely to move to October 2019 however this would
become clear within the next month.
Mr Fry asked what the chances of the MCP happening were and
whether there was a contingency in place.
Mr Griffith felt that even if the formal MCP didn’t happen, he was
confident that the CCG would wish to procure key community services
and that this would increase the number of potential providers.
Mr Griffith confirmed that the MCP contract would be held by a new FT
(created by a separation of DGFT) and, by its nature, no other
organisation can have a stake in an FT.
Mr Malik felt that the situation was concerning as £9.2m income could
be lost.
Mr Griffith confirmed that if TCT goes ahead the income risk for the
combined organisation would be more on mental health services.
Mr Heer felt that it would be useful to understand the financial impact
and the likelihood of the MCP going ahead.
Mr Griffith reported that the creation of the FT gets around a number of
issues but creates unintended consequences. If the issue of stranded
costs couldn’t be resolved this would create an issue.
Mr Malik felt that further discussion was required at the Board Strategy
Day as this could potentially have significant impact on the Trust.
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Mr Griffiths left the meeting at 11.15am.
Mr Fry raised concerns that the Board were not fully appraised of the
issue.
Mr Assinder confirmed that it had been discussed at Board in the
context of TCT being a mitigation however the situation with TCT
meant that further consideration should be given to the position.
IT WAS AGREED:
(i)
(ii)

To highlight concerns at the Board Strategy Day
on 28th February 2018
To note the report

3

REVIEW OF FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE

3.1

Financial Position of the Trust as at 31st January 2018
Mr Hughes reported year to date performance was £350k favourable to
plan with a reported deficit of £2,482k.
The M10 deficit reported was £122k which is £67k favourable against
plan.
Full year forecast was £147k better than plan, facilitated by forecasting
some in year benefits arising from 2016/17 provision releases.
Mr Hughes confirmed that all divisions were reporting favourable year
to date and favourable variances with the exception of Mental Health,
Learning Disabilities and Clinical Support.
It was reported that areas of concern were agency costs which year to
date was 5.0 percent of total pay versus a plan of 4.9 percent and key
drivers were Medical agency costs, the impact of TCT and winter
pressure funding.
Mr Hughes reported that pay cost overall was favourable at £861k, net
of £557k non-recurrent items related to TCP, redundancy and Corp
Vacancies. Excluding these items the total adverse pay variance was
£397k, effectively reflecting the cost of agency premiums.
Mr Hughes confirmed a favourable non pay variance of £2,097k.
It was confirmed that CIP’s had delivered £3.4m year to date which
was significantly favourable to plan.
Mr Hughes confirmed that current year gross capital spend is £329k
below plan for year to date. The phasing of spend continues to be
reviewed through the Capital Review Group. The full capital plan of
£1,981k is still forecast to be completed.
Cash was reported as being £3.6m above plan at the end of January
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2018 and year end forecast outturn was £1.3m.
Mr Hughes reported that Better payment information took a turn for the
worse in January 2018 due to a focus on month 9 submissions and the
delay in getting invoices registered.
Mr Hughes requested the committee take the opportunity to revisit the
reporting requirements and any areas that could be changed. He asked
for feedback to be given at the March 2018 meeting in order to
incorporate from April 2018 onwards.
Mr Malik suggested that a rolling 12 month cashflow would be useful in
order to consider the robustness of the cashflow and the upside and
downside position.
Mr Assinder agreed that this would be useful.
Mr Fry raised his frustrations and felt that it was important to
understand the true position.
Mr Heer felt that the pack was detailed however echoed the point
around cashflow. He highlighted the positive EBITDA position being the
driver for not running out of cash. He felt it was important for the Board
to understand what the organisation was striving for in terms of income
and expenditure or cashflow.
Mr Heer raised that the organisation has resilience to maintain a
positive EBITDA however the impact of TCT needed to be understood.
He queried how much CIP was likely to be generated without TCT and
felt that the position provided was not a true position for the Trust. He
confirmed that he would welcome a pro-forma as a standalone
organisation.
Mr Assinder confirmed that discussions had taken place regarding
going back to a zero budget for the Trust as part of the 2018/19
planning.
Mr Malik agreed with Mr Heer and felt it was important to understand
the BCP position.
Mr Assinder highlighted the service line reporting on page 30 of the
report and felt it was interesting to tie this into the earlier discussions
around the MCP.
Mr Heer felt that in terms of cashflow, it would be useful to understand
whether the Trust were holding back on capital expenditure.
Mr Hughes confirmed that the capital programme was reported at the
last meeting outlining the prioritisation of projects.
Mr Fry raised his frustrations around capital expenditure and felt he
didn’t have a clear view on the backlog issues.
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Mr Assinder reported that priorities change however staff are working
to the mind-set that there is no spare money and caution has to be
taken around spending.
Ms Thomas felt that the Newton Europe business case would identify
the type of money that would need to be spent to achieve the required
transformation.
In response to a question from Mr Malik, Mr Hughes confirmed that the
pharmacy contract with Boots came into place during the last financial
year and VAT was no longer able to be reclaimed.
In response to a further question from Mr Malik, Mr Hughes reported
that the pathology contract with Sandwell and West Birmingham
Hospital previously had an SLA in place which was currently in dispute.
He confirmed that discussions were ongoing however figures included
were based on worst case scenario.

IT WAS AGREED:
(i)

3.2

To include 12 month rolling cashflow from 2018/19
reporting

Cost Improvement Programme as at 31st January 2018
Ms Treacy reported that at month 10 the overall forecast outturn was
marginally below the full year target and across the divisions the
recurring forecast outturn remains at 50 percent of the full year target.
The year to date recurrent shortfall was c£1.7m.
Ms Treacy reported that the non-recurrent vacancy management
contingency scheme equates to £1.8m. She confirmed that a deep dive
continues to be undergoing.
Mr Heer welcomed the deep dive. He raised that TCT should not be an
excuse but asked whether there was some analysis on what could not
be done due to the delay with TCT.
Ms Treacy confirmed that analysis had been undertaken as part of the
deep dive.
Mr Heer asked in terms of the Gateway process, was the approach still
applicable or could it be refined further.
Ms Treacy confirmed that the gateway process was used for the last
financial year. She reported that planned TCT joint gateways had been
organised and the first joint meeting had taken place however due to
the delay with TCT it had been agreed that BCP only meetings would
take place urgently. It was confirmed that as part of the BCP gateway
meetings, schemes rejected at the joint gateway one meeting would be
revisited as BCP only schemes.
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Ms Treacy reported there was currently a £3.8m gap going into
2018/19.She confirmed that the mental health division had a bigger
agenda and all schemes discussed over recent years would be
readdressed.
Mr Fry asked how easily schemes were being rejected due to quality
issues and asked whether this needs to be considered in light of the
situation. He also asked whether negotiations with commissioners were
aggressive enough to ensure suitable funding was received.
Ms Treacy confirmed that the mental health division had tried to work
with commissioners however this had not gone forward.
Ms Thomas reported that the Quality Impact Assessment process had
been introduced and particularly identifies better ways of providing
assurance around adverse impacts. She confirmed that there was not
currently capacity within the organisation to look at transformation and
redesign of services.
Mr Assinder raised that it was important to find a way of making
commissioners responsible for the quality of services.
Mr Heer felt that it may benefit the committee to incorporate within the
report how many schemes and timescales to provide assurance and
put into context.
Ms Treacy confirmed that it was anticipated that BCP Gateway
Meetings would take place Monday afternoons going forward and
would provide a further update at the next meeting.
Ms Thomas reported that the Newton Europe business case which will
be presented at the March 2018 meeting should provide some
solutions around the transformation of mental health services.
IT WAS AGREED:
(i)
(ii)

3.3

To incorporate how many schemes and timescales
into the report
To receive an update on BCP Gateway meetings
at the March 2018 Meeting

Risk Register: Finance & Investment Committee
Mr Assinder reported an additional risk relating to IT had been included
within the register. He confirmed that there was a workstream that
would enable the Trust and Dudley and Walsall Mental Health to
benefit from the PAS system however an alternative procurement
process has been out in place due to the delay with the TCT
transaction. He reported that the proposal had been presented to and
approved by clinicians and confirmed a joint business case would be
presented at the March 2018 meeting.
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Ms Thomas suggested that on the basis of earlier MCP discussions, a
new risk should be included on the register. This was agreed by the
committee.

IT WAS AGREED:
(i)
(ii)

To receive a joint business case on the PAS
system ay the March 2018 meeting
To include MCP as a risk on the register

4

ANNUAL PLAN

4.1

Draft Annual Plan 2018/19
Mr Hughes reported that since reporting at the previous meeting,
guidance has been received from NHSI in terms of the process and the
revised control total. He confirmed that the timetable for submission
was to submit a draft to NHSI by 8th March 2018 and the final plan by
30th April 2018.
Mr Hughes confirmed that Board approval would need to be sanctioned
at the Board of Directors meeting on 28th February 2018 in order to
submit the draft on 8th March. It would then be formally presented to
the Finance and Investment Committee and Board prior to final
submission on 30th April 2018.
It was reported that the revised 2018/19 control total proposed by NHSI
was £673k surplus which was £4k higher than the previous proposed
surplus which was rejected.
Mr Hughes recommended that the control total be rejected in light of
the draft financial position being £4.3m deficit.
Mr Assinder reminded the committee that this could result in the Trust
being in a position where NHSI could be put into special measures.
Mr Hughes highlighted the revised agency cap ceiling which was a
reduction on the 2017/18 target and was not felt to be unreasonable.
Mr Heer asked what assumptions had been made in terms of CIP. Mr
Hughes confirmed that it was 2.6% on top of whatever was carried
forward from 2017/18.
Mr Heer raised that in terms of going concern, if the control total was
rejected a strategy should be considered to prevent the Trust going into
special measures.

IT WAS AGREED:
(i)

To recommend acceptance of the £4.3m deficit
position within the 2018/19 Annual Plan
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(ii)
(iii)

To recommend rejecting the proposed £673k
control total
To approve Mr Assinder or Ms Writtle sanctioning
draft sign off by the Board

5

REPORTING RESPONSIBILITIES

5.1

Agree Specific Recommendations to the Board
 To consider the risks associated with the MCP
 To approve the draft 2018/19 Annual Plan at the February 2018
Strategy Day and final plan prior to submission to NHSI on 30th
April 2018.

5.2

Agree Specific Recommendations/matters to other sub-committee's
None.

5.3

Consider matters referred from other sub-committee's
None.

5.4

Consider Risks
Considered within the minutes.

6

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
None.

The Chair thanked all for attending the Committee and closed the meeting at Time Not
Specified
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